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State misses
out on latest
'Race to the
Top'funding

Murray, KY 42071

After 64 years, community editor
leaves Ledger & Times to spend
more time with husband,family

By ROGER ALFORD
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Kentucky wasn't among a handful of states that will receive
funding from the federal "Race
to the Top" grant competition.
the U.S. Department of
Education announced Tuesday.
Some $3.4 billion will be
divvied
between
Florida,
Georgia.
Hawaii,
Massachusetts, Maryland. New
York, North Carolina, Ohio,
Rhode Island and Washington,
D.C. Another $350 million is
coming in a separate competition for states creating new academic assessments.
The program is part of
President Barack Obama's economic stitr.ulus plan. It rewards
states for embarking on ambitious reforms to improve struggling schools, close the achievement gap and boost graduation
:mess
Kentucky was among 19
finalists competing for the funding.
Democratic
Gov. Steve
Beshear said Kentucky will
continue
with
education
reforms despite not receiving
the federal money.
"While we are disappointed

II See Page 9A
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Street closings slated
for It* Cream Festval

."

Speciai to the Ledger
Murray Main Street has
announced the street closings
for the Annual Ice Cream
Festival, which will be held on
the downtown Court Square
Friday. Sept. 10, and Saturday,
Sept. I I.
On Friday'. Maple Street from
4th to 6th streets will be closed
beginning at 6 a.m. and 5th
Street from Main to Poplar
streets will be closed with lim-
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Top left, Jo Burkeen wnen she began working at the
Ledger & Times in 1946. Other photos show Burkeen at
work earlier this month.

•See Page 9A
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By HAVVKINS TEAGUE
Staff Writer
1 is now common to change
Jubs or even careers many
times in one's life. which
makes Jo Burkeen's 64-yeas
span at the Murray Ledger &
Times all the more remarkable.
A retirement reception will be
held for Burkeen at the Ledger
& Times office from 3-6 p.m.
Friday. The entire community
is invited to wish her well.
Ledger & Times publisher
Alice Rouse described
Burkeen's retirement as the
community and society editor
as the "end of an era," saying
that her knowledge of the community and its history, as well
as her connections to so many
of its residents. could not be
matched. She said she had
known Burkeen for 35 years,
having started as the bookkeeper in 1975. At that time,
Burkeen had already been with
the paper for close to 30 years,
although she hadn't spent even
half the time there that she
eventually would. Rouse said
.. .he thought the majority of
people who called the paper in
;he last few years had asked for
"Miss Jo," no matter what they
needed.
'They knew that she knew
who to talk to or how to get it
done," Rouse said.
Since Burkeen started at the .
Ledger in August of 1946, she has worked under four publishers, starting with W.P.
Williams. His son. James C.
Williams, was editor at the
time and succeeded him as
publisher. followed by Wait
Apperson and Rouse. Burkeen
was majoring in business arid
minoring in English and journalism at what was then
Murray State College when she
married her husband. LB.. in
July after he had retumed home
front serving in the Army. She
saw an ad in the Leder &
Times for the bookkeeper's
position and applied. She didn't
end up finishing her degree, but
at the time, she could have
never guessed that she would
still be at the paper more than
six decades later.
The Ledger & Times WilS a
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Bain Forecast
By The Associated Press

;;

Wednesday. Mostly sunny.
Highs in the upper 80s. North
winds 5 to 10 mph.
Wednesday night...Mostly
clear Lows in the upper 50s.
North winds around 5 mph.
Thursday...Sunny. Highs in
the lower 80s. North winds
around 5 mph.
night...Clear.
Thursday
Lows in the upper 50s.
Friday. .Stinny Highs in the
upper 80s.
Friday night . Clear. Lows in
the lower 60s
clear.
Saturday . Mostly
Highs around 90.
night...Mostly
Saturday
clear. Lows in the mid 60s.
Sunday...Partly sunny. Highs
around 90.
Sunday night...Mostly clear.
Lows in the upper 60s
Monday .Mostly clear. Highs
in the upper 80s

MISSION OF HOPE
Murray native turns passion
into rehabilitation program for
former child soldiers in Africa
By KYSER LOUGH
Staff Writer
small. unbroken chain
tircles the wrist of Beth
Haley, a reminder of the
life she saiti she has been called
to live.
The chain appeared on her
wrist after a particularly difficult day of therapy with former
child soldiers in Africa. On her
way back to her hut, she said
she felt a small tug on her arm
and saw the chain when she
looked down. It had no clasp,
but was somehow firnily
attached to her wrist. She said
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KYSER LOUGH "Ledger & Times
Beth Haley stands with some of the handkerchiefs used in an art therapy program for the
rehabilitation of former child soldiers in Africa. Haley's organization, eXile International,
works to help children negatively affected by warring rebel groups. A native of Murray, she
now operates out of Nashville as a child psychologist.
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she knew it was a symbol of the
work she is called to do to help
rehabilitate the children who
have seen so much trauma in
their lives.
"I'm chained to these children
for life. I will fight for them forever because someone needs
to," she said.
Haley. is a co-founder of eXile
International, a service organization that developed a counseling program revolving around
art. music and dance for waitorn children in Afnca. The chil-
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End of an Era
After 64 years, community editor
leaves Ledger & Times to spend
more time with husband,family
Burkeen said she loved how
phers who have worked in the
her job enabled her to keep up
news department. She has been
weekly paper when Burkeen
with everything going on in the
a wealth of history and inforstarted, but it began publishing
community, especially the com- mation and the source of innuMonday through Saturday in
ings and goings of its people.
merable news stories over the
the summer of 1947. she said.
She said that over the years,
years.
She did the bookkeeping and
she got to watch as she would
"Her commitment to local
eventually took on the addition- print someone's birth
journalism has been an inspiraal responsibilities of society
announcement, then later their
tion for many in the profession.
editor, dealing with obituaries,
engagement and wedding
She has performed her job
birth announcements, engageannouncements. and eventually. flawlessly, always putting the
ment and wedding announcenotices announcing the birth of
newspaper and the customer
ments, church news and plenty
their own children.
first. Jo has worked many long
of other Lommunity news.
Rouse
hours and has always been the
After she gave birth in 1954 to
said it
perfect employee. She will be
her first child. Dennis, she
makes
greatly missed by her co-workstarted working from home.
sense that
ers. We certainly wish her the
She talked to all of her usual
Burkeen
very best, and we hope she has
contacts on the telephone and
adopted the
an extremely enjoyable retiretyped all the society news
nickname
ment."
while taking care of Dennis,
"Granny
R.J. McDougal was the
but in those days. working from Jo,"
Ledger & Times press foreman
home still meant driving to the
although
for many years and was the
office to turn in her copy.
most people
only person to have worked at
lo's
When Burkeen gave birth in
knew her
the paper for anywhere close to
1957 to her daughter, Patsy. she simply as
Datebook
as long as Burkeen. He started
stopped working at the Ledger
By Jo Burkeen
"Miss Jo."
carrying papers in 1955 at the
and stayed at home for three
Community
She said
age of 19 and remembered
Editor
years. After that, she came back she always
meeting Burkeen when she was
to work and began doing her
treated
the bookkeeper. McDougal
society editor duties from home everyone at
Burkeen's daily
retired in 2006 and still occaagain and started working halfthe paper as column appeared
sionally mows the grass at the
days at the office after Patsy
il they were
in the Ledger &
office, so he has kept in touch
started school in the fall of
family.
Times for
with her over the years. He
1963. In addition to the usual
Burkeen
many years. described her as a very nice
society content, she also went
said she felt
person who "knew everyone in
to the police and sheritT's staa bit like a school teacher as
Murray and their kin."
tions every morning to collect
she saw people get hired and
"If you wanted to know anythe logs and information on the
eventually move on and be
thing, you could go ask her," he
latest crime news and vehicle
replaced by new people as if
said.
accidents and typed news on
they were a new group of stuRouse said it's hard enough to
court proceedings as well.
dents. She said she was enterfind someone these days who
In 1973, the newspaper was
tained by watching reporters
will stay in a job for three or
purchased by Lancaster
work and that it was especially
four years, let alone someone
interesting when big stories
Management, Inc. and
who is as loyal and dedicated
Apperson was hired akpublishwould bn4liand4a..y_r,Q4d
er. The company sootought.
have to serenade to cover them. as Burkeen was. She said a
reception was held when
computers, and Burke.10141,•
"One of the things that kept
the thought of learninriblihter- — Awe halfway young was working Burkeen had been at the paper
for 50 years, but she was so
use one after using typewriters
with the reporters and the staff
humble that at first she didn't
for so many years was at first
here." she said with her usual
so overwhelming that she congrin. She said she would proba- see why anything special
should be done to honor her
sidered quitting. Given all the
bly have continued working at
retirement. Rouse noted that
the paper except for the fact
years she had been at the paper
Burkeen was incredibly modest
that her husband had become
by then. it shouldn't be surprisand always wanted to give
sick recently. She said she
ing that computers did not end
credit to others. She was also
finally decided this was a good
her career in the newspaper
so unassuming that her only
reason for the two of them to
industry.
request after she decided to
stay home together.
"1 finally said, 'No, I think I
retire was a lifetime subscripLedger & Times Editor Greg
can do this,'" she said. "I didn't
tion to the paper, she said. In
think I could learn it, but it was Travis was editor in the 1980s
and early '90s before taking the all her years at the paper, she
less time-consuming, so I
has always been the same sweet
job again in 2008.
latched onto it."
lady the entire community has
"It has been a pleasure to
In August of 1981, the newswork with Jo for 15 years," he
grown up loving.
paper's building on North
said. "She has been a dedicated
"From the time I've known
Fourth Street burned and the
employee at the Ledger &
her, she's never changed,"
operations were temporarily
Times and a loyal friend to the
Rouse said. "She's always been
moved across the street to a
many reporters and photograMiss Jo."
rented building. Burkeen said
she remembered hearing the
news when the reporter who
was on call that Saturday moming told her over the telephone.
She said the circulation manager had to "break in" to the
office to get the circulation list
and the paper was printed in
Mayfield that day. For several
months, the pages continued to
be printed in Mayfield after
being put together at the rented
office. A new printing press
was installed at the current
location on Whitnell Street, but
it was another six months
before all operations were
moved into the new building.
she said. Burkeen, who had
KYSER LOUGH / Ledger & -Ines
become a notary during the
Pictured above, Jo Burkeen stands with some of the many
time James C. Williams was
awards she has accrued over her lifetime at the Ledger &
publisher, said the only thing of
Times. Below, Burkeen worked at this desk since the building
hers she was able to salvage
opened
in the 1980s.
after the fire was her notary
seal. which she still has.
"The case was bumt. but you
could still use it," she said.
Burkeen said she thought
overseeing the obituaries was
the most valuable thing she had
done during her many years at
the paper.
"1 always felt that was the
last thing you could do for
someone," she said. "I tried to
make them as personal as I
could. 1 sometimes felt as
though I talked to the funeral
home directors more than my.
husband."

From Front

THFtOUGH THE YEARS
Jo Burkeen is pictured
above at her desk at the
Ledger & Times" new office
at 1001 Whitnell Ave.. in the
early 1980s, Picturea
behind her from left. are
Charles Honey, Greg Travis.
Matt Sanders editor. and
_Ian Tabers. At right,
Burkeen is seen with balloons following a past celebration at the newspaper.
After a career spanning 84
years, Burkeen recently
announcea her retirement.
She plans to spend more
time with her husband and
family.
Ledger & Times
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IN OUR OPINION

End of an Era
Ledger bidsfarewell
to Jo Burkeen
he Ledger & Times is saying goodbye to one of its
employees. Jo Burkeen, who has served as the
Community Editor - for literally decades - is retiring.
It is the end of an era, of sorts.
Jo has been "a wealth of information" for many news
department employees needing quick backgrounds on politicians, educators, ministers and others. For years she has
directed reporters to remote locations on a Calloway County
map. And, she has always been the one to turn to when you
needed help spelling a former resident's name in a story or
if you needed to be reminded,"Is Need Line one word or
two?"
Jo began her career at the L,edger & Times when the work
was done by hand - long before the days of typesetting
machines, computers, digital cameras or e-mail. But,
throughout the years she has made the transition from one
set of technological marvels to the next.
She has - very capably - overseen the daily production of
the Community/Society Section with its births. engagements, weddings, anniversaries, and obituaries. In addition,
she has written and typed an untold number of birthday
announcements, calendar of events items and stories about
civic clubs and organizations, schools. churches and more.
Her "Looking Back" section has always been one of the
paper's favorite features.
Jo has worked with several former publishers at the
Ledger & Times including W.F. Williams, James C.
Williams and Walt Apperson - as well as Alice Rouse, the
Ledger & Times' current publisher.
Numerous reporters, photographers, sales representatives,
office personnel, pressmen and others have passed through
the Ledger & Times' doors while Jo has continued to arrive
at work everyday around 6:30 a.m. When weather prohibited her driving, her husband, J.B., was there to bring her to
the office and prompdy retum to pick her up in die afternoon.
Jo's presence will be missed. but we at the Ledger &
Times wish her the best, and we assure her we will do our
best to continue the excellent example of local journalism
she set forth for everyone;

T

OD LETTERS POLICY
V Letters may be sent to P.O. Box 1C140, Murray, KY
42071, faxed to 270-753-1927, or c-mailed to
editor@inurrayledgercom.
V Letters mailed or faxed must be signed and have
address and phone number for veiification purposes. Emailed letters must have address and phone numbel.
V No letters will be printed anonymously.
V Lefters should not exceed 300 words and must be
typed or legible.
V The Murray Ledger & Times reserves the right to edit
or reject any letter on the basis of length, style, spelling.
gTammar, libel, good taste and frequent contributors to
the Forum page.
V Letters of a "thank you" nature that single out sponsors, businesses or individuals by name, except those
directed toward the community as a whole, will not be
accepted.
V Letters only represent the viewpoint and opinions of
the writer and not necessarily of the Ledger & Times
staff.
Opinions expressed on the Forum page do
not necessarily reflect the editorial opinion of the
Murray Ledger & Times.
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Victory in Afghanistan won't be quick or easy
KABUL. Afghanistan (AP)
— A weekend media blitz by
the Arrny's public relations master sent a clear message: It's
not time to hit the panic button in Afghanistan, but success in the nearly 9-year war
won't come quickly.
The appeal for patience by
Gen. David Petraeus, made in
a series of media interviews,
also suggests he may propose
that only a few troops begin
leaving next July. as President
Barack Obama has promised.
That could force the White
House to choose between the
professional advice of a respected commander widely credited with turning around the Iraq
war and pressure from some
Democrats for significant withdrawals and an end to the
unpopular Afghan conflict.
Already, congressional support for the Afghan war is
wavering. Last month, House
Democratic leaders had to rely
on Republican support to pass
a nearly $59 billion measure
to fund Obama's additional
30,000 troops in Afghanistan
and other programs. Twelve
Republicans and 102 Democrats opposed it.
House Appropriations Conimince Chairman David Obey,
a Democrat, said he was tom
between his obligation to bring
the bill to the floor and his
"profound skepticism" that the
money would lead to a successful end to the war.
To bolster congressional confidence. the
media-savvy
Petraeus chose to deliver his
message through news organizations with significant audiences in Washington — NBC's
"Meet the Press," The New
York Times and The Washington Post.
"We are doing everything
we can to achieve progress as

AP NEWS ANALYSIS
By ROBERT H. REID
rapidly as we can without rushing to failure," Petraeus told
the Post. "We're keenly aware
that this has been ongoing for
approaching nine years. We
fully appreciate the impatience
in some quarters."
During
the
interviews,
Petraeus said his six weeks at
the helm of the NATO and
U.S. mission had convinced him
that the counterinsurgency strategy he devised with his piedecessor, Gen. Stanley McChrystal, was fundamentally sound
and just needed time to succeed.
He also spelled out a goal
for the war — not to transform Afghanistan into a Westem-style democracy but to keep
al-Qaida and other extremist
groups at bay while the Afghan
government has a chance to take
control and win the trust of
the Afghan people.
"We're
here
so
that
Afghanistan does not once again
become a sanctuary for transnational extremists the way it
was when al-Qaida planned the
9/11 attacks in the Kandahar
area," Petraeus told "Meet the
Press- in an interview taped
in Kabul.
Stephen Biddle, a defense
policy expert with the Council on Foreign Relations in
Washington, said the American public's chief worry is that
the U.S. may be engaged in
a fight in Afghanistan that it
cannot win.
Part of the job of Petraeus
and other administration officials is to "make the case the
war is winnable and we're in
the process of winning it,"
Biddle said.

To convince skeptics that
he's not coaching a losing
team,Petraeus said he sees early
signs of progress in routing
the Taliban from some of their
southern strongholds. reforming the Afghan govemment and
training and equipping thousands of Afghan soldiers and
police.
He also cited a new initiative to create Afghan community defense forces — similar
to those he used with success
in Iraq — and nascent steps
to reintegrate low-level insurgents who want to stop fighting.
Petraeus
acknowledged
growing frustration with an
increasingly violent war, in
which the usual benchmarks
of success — capturing territory or killing large numbers
of the enemy — are difficult
to measure. But he also insisted that the military has only
recently been given the
resources it needs — 30,000
American reinforcements who
are still arriving as well as
more trained Afghan soldiers.
Current U.S. troop strength in
Afghanistan stands at nearly
100,000 — three times as many
as at the beginning of 2009.
In ordering more U.S. troops
to Afghanistan last December,
Obama pledged to begin withdrawing forces starting in July
2011, a sign to a war-weary
U.S. public as well as a weak
Afghan government that die
American commitment to the
war was not unlimited.
Obama has also said the
pace of the withdrawal would
depend on security conditions.
During the "Meet the Press"

To the Editor,
This letter is to comment
on the article in the Murray
Ledger & Times on August
17. 2010, titled: "Paul: Federal workers make too much
the private sector when the com- say the least. However the sigmoney." Mr. Paul is quoted in
parison is based on salary. In nage shown on your front page
the article as saying in a recent
fact, one job site states that (08-21-2010)
could
be
speech in Campbellsville that
"average Federal Government improved. The signs actually
''the average federal worker
Worker salaries for job open- block the view of oncoming
makes $120,000 a year —
ings posted nationwide are cur- traffic. The sign at the main
twice the salary of the averrently 1 percent lower than aver- parking lot entrance to the
age private sector worker."
age salaries for all job post- south tower also blocks the
As a retired civilian employ- ings nationwide."
view. It seems that the signs
ee of the Army who worked
When benefits are also con- are large enough and could
23 years at the Army depot sidered it is important to fac- have been
designed with some
in Lexington, and 10 years at tor in the benefits for both the "open" spaces allowing for
betRedstone Arsenal in Alabama. private and federal sector before ter vision of oncoming
traffic.
I disagree with Mr. Paul's state- making any comparison.
Al Bussey
ment, and his other disparagA recent Washington Post
Murray, Ky.
ing comments made about fed: article stated that "election seaeral workers.
son and a bad economy are makTo the Editor:
Kentucky has many dedi- ing roadkill out of federal workDo you have to close you
cated hard-working federal ers salaries."
eyes each time the ASPCA comemployees that are supporting
Each side in this discussion mercial that depicts real cats,
soldiers at Ft. Knox and Ft. can make statistics support their dogs, puppies, kittens, horses,
Campbell. as well as working own view. As voters we are and farm animals suffering from
in many other federal govern- responsible to weigh the can- unthinkable cruelty at the hands
ment agencies such as Social didates and vote for who we of people on whom they depend
Security, Department of Agri- think is right.
and trust and are helpless to
culture, and the postal servSome will be happy with defend themselves?
ice, to name a few.
the outcome, and some will
Many people love and
I will guarantee you that not. As for me, I have made respect all living creatures and
the vast majority of these folks up my mind who I will be care for their pets responsibly
have a salary that is nowhere voting for as our next U.S. with kindness and compassion,
near the average salary that Senator from Kentucky.
and they are rewarded daily with
Mr. Paul quotes.
Terry L. Rideley
the undying devotion and
There are numerous sources
Murray, Ky.
unconditional love from their
that develop the type (of) stapets.
tistics that Mr. Paul uses, howTo the Editor,
However, most pets are not
ever, it is important to comThe new MCCH emergency so lucky. Sadly. approximatepare "apples to apples" when department. the improved and ly 4 million dogs, cats. pupthese type comments are made. increased ER parking, the prox- pies, and kittens are destroyed
Accordingly, federal salaries are imity of parking to the ER each year in kill shelters across
either in line, close to. or under entrance are all first class to the United States.

OUR READERS
WRITE

interview, host David Gregory
asked if the general might recommend that the drawdown be
delayed if conditicms were not
right.
"Certainly, yes," Petratus
replied, saying Obama had
"expressed very clearly that
what he wants from me is my
best
professional
military
advice."
A recommendation from one
of America's best-known generals, with enormous prestige
in Congress, would be difficult for the president to reject
— even at the risk of trouble
within his own Democratic
party. Petraeus is the third commander to lead the U.S. and
NATO mission since Obama
took office.
Yet measuring progress in
Afghanistan is difficult. The
coalition has achieved some
success against the Taliban in
the Nawa district of Ftehnand
province but is struggling to
gain full control in Marjah, a
town captured in February that
was supposed to become a
model for the strategy of winning public support through
effective local goveminent.
Violence is increasing in
parts of the north, including
the provinces of Kunduz and
Baghlan, far removed from
longtime Taliban strongholds.
Afghan commanders say insurgent infiltration from Pakistan
is on the rise in eastern
Afghanistan while NATO's
attention is riveted on the south.
For his part, Petraeus must
find a way by the end of the
year to convince Congress and
the American public that the
U.S. and its allies are gaining
ground, or all the interviews
and rosy predictions will come
to naught.

This seems like an unbelievable number of pets being
destroyed. Some are owner surrenders, but most are just
unwanted stray animals. They
are the result of overpopulation due to irresponsible pet
owners who refuse to have
their pets spayed or neutered
and allow diem to run loose
in the city and county.
If people only knew that
just one female dog and her
first litter can produce over
67,000 puppies in 6 years,
(with cats, the number is almost
doubled) perhaps they would
consider getting their pet spayed
or neutered so they do not
contribute to the pet overpopulation.
In addition to the above statistic, the ASPCA also reports
that nationwide, on average,
it costs tax payers over $100.00
to capture, house, feed, and
destroy just one dog or cat at
city or county operated kill shelters. If it is true that dogs
are man's best friend, then it
follows that man should be
dog's best friend. The 4 million pets that are destroyed in
kill shelters nationwide each
year have no friends. If your
pet is spayed or neutered, thank
you. If not, won't you please
reconsider? Still not convinced
of the wisdom of spaying and
neutering your pet? Then please
read Proverbs 12:10.
Linda Cheny
Lost But Loved Animal Rescue.
Murray, Ky.
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Obituaries

Marines likely to stay in Afghanistan for years

Bob Parrish

WASHINGTON (AP) - It
will likely be a few years before
Afghanistan is secure enough
for the U.S. Marimais to leave,
Commandant
Gen. Jame%
Conway said Tuesday. adding
his voice to a growing chorus of
military leaders warning of a
long fight ahead.
Afghan war commander Gen.
David Petraeus and other senior
officers have recently said that
considerable time will be needed before Afghan tmops can
take over the fight.
But Conway's blunt assessment was the first of its kind to
come from a service chief since
President
Barack
Obama
announced that U.S. troops will
begin leaving Afghanistan in
July 2011 Last fall, Obama said
that security conditions will
determine how many forces cfm
leave and how fast.
Conway also said intelligence intercepts suggest that
Taliban fighters have been
encouraged by the talk of the

Funeral services for Bob Parrish, 72. of Almo. will be held today,
Wednesday, Aug. 25, 2010, at 1 p.m. at the J.H. Churchill Funeral
Home with the Rev. Elijah Balentine and the Rev. Robert
McKinney officiating and eulogy by Clifton Edwards. Bunal will
follow in the Murray Memorial Gardens.
Parrish died Monday. Aug. 23, at 2:15 a.m. at his residence after
an extended illness. He was born in Calloway County on March 9,
1938, to the late Frank and Helen Puckett Parrish. A member of
Palestine United Methodist Church, he retired with B.F Goodnch
in Calvert City after 32 years of service.
In addition to his parents, Parrish was preceded in death by his
former wife, Peggy Butterworth Parrish; and a brother, Joe
Rudolph.
He is survived by his wife, Faye Parrish of Almo; two daughters,
Theresea Howard of Willis, Texas and Bonnie Burkeen, and husband, David of Almo; one step-daughter, Jill Mendoza, and husband. Daniel of Nashville ,Tenn.; two sons, Ravi- Pamsh, and wife,
Nora of Murray and Robby Parrish, and wife, Bernadette of
Hopkinsville; two step-sons, Ron Childress, and wife. Amanda of
Fayetteville, Ga. and Shan Childress, and wife, Elen of
Georrtown; nine grandchildren, Tyiesha Tha.xton and husband,
Scctt, Shawna Watson and husband, Ray, Chris Burkeen and wife,
Misti, Clint Burkeen, Jessica Youngblood, Cassie Burkeen, Nathan
Dunbar, Logan Parrish and Carson Parrish; eight step-grandchildren; and seven great-grandchildren. Online condolences can be
made at www.thejhchurchillfuneralhome.com.

Joe Nell VVilliams Parker
Joe Nell Williams Parker, 79, of Dexter, died Wednesday, Aug.
25, 2010, at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Born Aug. 15, 1931, Parker was a member of Bethany
Missionary Baptist Church.
She is preceded in death by her husband, Hearon Parker; her parents, Equal Williams and Annie Morgan Williams; one grandson,
Austin Parker; one brother, Elmo Williams; two sisters, Vema Mae
Williams Parker and Ruth Williams Langford; and one son-in-law.
David Smith.
She is survived by five children, Beverly Boggess and husband.
Don of Murray, Ann Smith of Murray, Steve Parker of Hardin. Jim
Parker and wife, Doris of Dexter, and Hank Parker of Dexter; II
grandchildren; and 17 great-grandchildren.
Visitation will be Thursday. Aug. 26, from 5-8 p.m. at Imes Miller Funeral Home.
Services will be Friday, Aug. 27. at 11 a.m. at Imes - Miller
Funeral Home and burial will follow in Lone Oak Cemetery in
Calloway County.

Paid Obituary
Roman Paul Mardis
Roman Paul Mardis, 79, of Camby, Ind., passed away Aug. 23,
2010.
He was born July 19, 1931, in Dexter, Ky. to
John Fedrick and Vebrina (Groves) Mardis. Paul
was a U.S. Army veteran of die Korean Conflict
and was carpenter at G.M. for many years. In his
spare time he loved to garden and tinker with
small engines.
He married Leavern Gore on July 10, 1953, and
she survives along with one daughter, Jan (Tim)
McWhiner, of Camby, Ind.; one brother, Jewell
Mardis, and one sister, Shirley Joyce, both of
Murray, Ky.; grandchildren Adam, Ashlee, and
Mardis
Josh (Meghan) McWhirter; great-grandchildren
Lyla, Luke and Jayden McWhiner, all of
Indianapolis.
He was preceded in death by his parents and one
sister; R. E. Pritchett.
Funeral services will be Friday, Aug. 27, at 10
a.m. at Forest Lawn Funeral Home. Greenwood, with visitation on
Thursday from 5-8 p.m. Burial will follow the service in Forest
Lawn Memory Gardens.

.1%

Report: Military needs
suicide prevention office
WASHINGTON (AP) Rushing to stem historically
high rates of military suicides,
the service branches set up prevention programs that lacked
strategic planning and so don't
work as well as they could, a
report said Tuesday.
The Pentagon should create a
aewr high-level office to set
strategy and coordinate prevention programs across the Arrny,
Navy, Air Force and Marine
Corps, said a task force report
ordered by Congress last year.
More than 1.100 members of
the armed forces killed themselves from 2005 to 2009 and
suicides are nsing again this
year. The sharpest increases
have been in the Army and
Marine Corps, the services most
stretched by the wars in Iraq and
Afghanistan.
"The task force commends
the armed forces for the suicide
prevention initiatives it has
undertaken and knows of no

other employer that has focused
as much attention and resources
on suicide prevention," said the
report by a I4-member panel of
military and civilian doctors as
well as other civilians involved
in suicide and family issues.
"However. the task force found
that the current vast expansion
of suicide prevention initiatives
across the services was developed rapidly and separately by
each service for immediate execution."
It said that despite the
"extraordinary effort" made by
the services to deal with the suicide crisis, the programs "could
benefit from re-engineering"
because they have some inefficiencies and gaps, in some cases
overlap or are not implemented
evenly.
Sent to Defense Secretary
Robert Gates on Tuesday. the
report makes 76 recommendations.

Hurricane Danielle is
growing strong in Atlantic
MIAMI (AP) - Hurricane
Danielle has strengthened a little as it swirls far out over the
Atlantic.
Danielle's maximum susincreased
winds
tained
Wednesday to near 85 mph
Additional strengthening is
expected over the next two
days.
The hurricane is located
about 795 miles east of the
Northem Leeward Islands and is
inoving west-northwest near 17

mph.
In the Pacific, Tropical
Storm Frank is gaining strength
as it moves away from Mexico's
southwestern coast. Frank's
maximum sustained winds are
near 70 mph and the storm
could become a hurricane later
in the day.
Tropical Storm Frank is
located about 200 miles southsoutheast
of
Manzanillo,
Mexico, and is moving westnorthwest near 9 mph .
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U.S. beginning to withdraw
trows next year.
"In some ways, we think
right now it's probably giving
our
enemy
sustenance,"
Conway said of the 2011 deadline. "We think that he may be
saying to himself ... 'Hey, you
know. we only have to hold out
for so long.'"
But, Conway quickly added,
the perception that the U.S. is
pulling out completely is likely
to work in America's favor after
the deadline passes. when
Marines are still fighting insurgents.
Taliban morale is likely to
drop when "come the fall we're
still there hammenng them like
we have been," he said.
"I think it could be very good
for us in that context, in terms of
the enetny psyche," he said.
The Marines have been at the
forefront of America's toughest
fights in the Afghanistan war,
including attempts to oust the
Taliban from the farming ham-

lets of Marjah in Helmand
province.
Conway. known for his candor, is planning to retire this fall
after 40 years in the Marines.
"Though I certainly believe
some American unit somewhere
in Afghanistan will turn over
responsibilities to Afghan security forces in 2011, I do not
think they will be Marines." he
told reporters in his opening
remarks at a Pentagon news
conference.
Noting that Helmand and
Kandahar are considered the
"birthplace" of the Taliban,
Conway said, "I honestly think
it will be a few years before conditions on the ground are such
that turnover will be possible for

Marines "can sense conditions
are turning their direction."
Conway also said he believes
that the Afghanistan government's effort to reconcile with
low-level Taliban foot soldiers
could be a "game changer" in
the war.
But "when that will come
remains to be seen," Conway
said.
When asked about a proposal
in Congress to lift the military's
ban on openly gay service members, Conway said he still
opposes such a move.
He said that Mannes in particular recruit "pretty machoyoung Americans, many of
whom have religious objections
to sharing a room with a gay
person.
But if the law changes, the
Marine Corps will "deal" with it
and not drag its feet. he said.
"We've got a war to fight,"
he said, "and we need to. if the
law changes, implement (it) arid
get on with it."

Conway said he wants to prepare Marines for the likelihood
that the war will continue past
the 2011 deadline. He recently
returned from a trip to
Afghanistan, where he said
morale was high because

Building mosque 'fighting terror with freedom'
NEW YORK (AP)- Mayor mosque" but a compromise
Michael Bloomberg delivered won't end the debate.
an impassioned speech at an
"The question will then
event marking the Islamic holy become how big should the nomonth of Ramadan, saying that mosque zone around the World
not allowing a proposed mosque 'Trade Center be," Bloomberg
to be built near ground zero said. "There is already a mosque
would be "compromising our four blocks away. Should it, too,
commitment to fighting terror be moved?"
with freedotn."
Sharif el-Gamal. the mosque
"We would undercut the val- site's developer, and Daisy
ues and principles that so many Khan, a co-founder of the group
heroes
died
protecting," planning the mosque, were also
Bloomberg said at the dinner at the dinner attended by about
Tuesday in observance of Mar, 100 people, including members
the breaking of the daily fast of the Muslim community and
during Ramadan.
city officials such as police
The mayor said he under- Commissioner Raymond Kelly.
stood the "impulse to find
After Bloomberg spoke, elanother location for the Gamal said he was "very hon-

Microbe eating

.1 .„
Guii on spin

WASHINGTON (AP) - A water mist of tiny oil droplets.
newly discovered type of oil"Our findings show that the
eating microbe is suddenly influx of oil profoundly altered
flourishing in the Gulf of the microbial community by
Mexico.
significantly stimulating deepScientists discovered the new sea" cold temperature bacteria
microbe while studying the that are closely related to known
undenvater dispersion of mil- petroleum-degrading microbes,
lions of gallons of oil spilled Hazen reported.
into the Gulf following the
Their findings are based on
explosion of BP's Deepwater more than 200 samples collectHorizon drilling rig.
ed from 17 deepwater sites
The microbe works without between May 25 and June 2.
significantly depleting oxygen They found that the dominant
in the water, researchers led by inicrobe in the oil plume is a
Terry Hazen at Lawrence new species, closely related to
Berkeley National Laboratory members of Oceanospirillales.
in Berkeley. C'alif., reported
This miembe thrives in cold
Tuesday in the online journal water, with temperatures in the
Sciencexpress.
Jeep recorded at 41 degrees.
"Our findings, which provide
Hazen suggested that the
the first data ever on microbial bacteria may have adapted over
activity' from a deepwater dis- time due to periodic leaks and
persed oil plume, suggest" a natural seeps of oil in the Gulf.
great potential for bacteria to
Scientists also had been conhelp dispose of oil plumes in the cemed that oil-eating activity by
deep-sea, Hazen said in a state- microbes would consume large
ment.
amounts of oxygen in the water,
Environmentalists
have creating a "dead zone" dangerraised concems about the giant ous to other life. But the new
oil spill and the underwater study found that oxygen saturaplume of dispersed oil, particu- tion outside the oil plume was
larly its potential effects on sea 67-percent while within the
life. A report just last week plume it was 59-percent.
described a 22-mile long under-
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ored arid blessed" to be an
American and a New Yorker.
"Mayor Bloomberg's speech
embodied the values and the
mores that we as Muslim
Americans live and cherish," elGallia! said.
Khan said Bloomberg "delivered a passionate speech in
defense of our deep American
values."
Meanwhile. the heated rhetoric surrounding the proposal for
an Islamic community center
and mosque two blocks from
ground zero drew concern from
Archbishop Timothy Dolan,
who said Tuesday the tense climate could put New Yorkers in
danger of losing their sense of
tolerance and unity, values they
embraced in the days after Sept.
11.
"We're just a little bit apprehensive that those noble values
may be a bit at risk in the way
this conversation and debate
about the site of the mosque is
taking place," Dolan, the leader
of the area's Roman Catholics,
said after a meeting with Gov.
David Paterson about the issue.
A national survey under-

scored the complex views of
Americans toward the mosque
project, with 51 percent agreeing with opponents of the
Muslim center, while 34 percent
said they supported it.
The poll of 1,003 randomly
chosen adults was conducted by
the nonpartisan Pew Research
Center and showed that a majority. 62 percent, also said
Muslims have equal rights to
build houses of worship.
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Free cross stitch class
offered at area library
Special to the Ledger
The
Western
Ky./Tenn.
Stitchers chapter of the
Embroiders' Guild of America
(EGA)in Murray invite the public to attend the 2010 Stitch-In at
the Calloway County Public
Library on Monday. Sept. 13,
from 12-2 p in. Actis ales will
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e-mail: fcburkeenOmarrayledger.com

Dale4O4
CCHS class of 1990 plans reunion
The Calloway County High School Class of 1990 will hold its
20-year reunion on Friday and Saturday, Aug. 27-28. On Friday,
Aug. 27, at 6 p.m. class members are invited to meet at the CCHS
vs. Murray High School football game at Murray State University
Stewart Stadimr. for a family tailgate event. A tent will be in the
MSU stadium parking lot. On Saturday, Aug. 28, at 7 p.m. there will
be a casual social at the Murray Country Club. The cost will be $50
for couple and $25 for single. Checks may be mailed to Kristi
Graham Hopkins, 116 Murray Estates Dr., Murray. Ky. 42071. For
more information. contact Tina Buder Ward at tinaward@wk.net.

include a needlework exhibit
and a free counted cross stitch
class. A special demonstration
of the Soldier Family Kissing
Pillow outreach project will be
included. Kissing pillows are
small handstitched keepsakes
given by soldiers to their children and loved ones as they
depart for overseas assignments.
Anyone with an interest in
needlework is welcome to join
during the scheduled Stitch-In
time period. Attendees are also
invited to bring friends. All class
materials are supplied free of
charge. At the end of the StitchIn. there will be a drawing for a
door prize, a one-year free EGA
membership. For more information. call Ten-i at =36-5588.

Mentoring program to be held at MSU
Murray State University, in conjunction with the Cabinet for
Health and Family Services, ha.s launched the HOPE Mentoring
Program. For those interested in becoming a HOPE mentor, attend
the meeting on Thursday, Aug. 26, in the Mississippi Room of the
Curris Center from 6-8 p.m. Light refreshments will be served and
information given.

American Legion to meet
American Legion Post 73 of Murray invites all veterans to attend
the monthly meeting at 7 p.m. on Thursday, Aug. 26, at the
American Legion Veterans' Hall located at 310 Bee Creek Drive.
The agenda will focus on planning for Hot August Blues, MSU
football game assignments and new programs to serve local veterans. For more information, call Conunander Amos McCarty at 2931320 or 761-5709.

Blood Drive at First Presbyterian

Thurs.,
Auff. 264
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Caroline Mae Tompkins
Mr. and Mrs. Bryan Tompkins are the parents of a daughter,
Caroline Mae Tompkins, bom on Thursday, Aug. 19, 2010 at 1:3d
p.m.
The baby weighed eight pounds four ounces and measured 21
inches. A brother is Luke and a sister is Norah. The mother is the
former Jaclyn Ellis.
Grandparents are Jack and Debbie Ellis of Effingham, Ill.; John
and Rhonda Batovsky of Louisville; and Geoff and Stacy Tompkins
of Omaha, Neb.

Jamison Beal Orr

7**".

I

Wayne Higgins and Linda Higgins of Muffay. announce the
engagement and approaching marriage of their daugher, Kay
Higgins. to Ben Geurin. son of Brenda Freeman of Eddyville, and
Phillip Geurin of Farmington.
Miss Higgins is the granddaughter of Marshall and Bobbie
Higgins, and the late Woodraw and Donate Hicks, all of Murray.
Mr. Geurin is the grandson of Joann Adarns, Peggy Adams and
the late Bill Adams, all of Murray, and Bill and Maureen Geurin of
Kingsport, Tenn.
The bride-elect is a 2001 graduate of Calloway County High
School and will attend Murray State University in January.
The groom-elect is a 1998 graduate of Calloway County High
School and attended Murray State University.
The wedding will be Saturday, Sept. 4, 2010, at 5 p.m. at
Cherokee State Park in Aurora, with a reception to follow.
All relatives and friends are invited to attend.

1111.1)
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SHOPPES OF MURRAY
(270) 762.0022

The Murray Community Blood Drive will be held on Thursday,
Aug. 26, from 12:30-5:30 p.m. at First Presbyterian Church. To
schedule an appointment to donate online, visit www.redcrossblood.org and enter Sponsor Code: Murray19.

Higgins and Geurin
I,s! week we were ,I1,.,sing the hot
trends and ,olors foi
Purples in all shades. charcoal in various looks from pewter to gun metal. all
shades of red trom tomato red to sangria
will be important.
Oranges in spice. chili pepper. cumin
and deep humt orange are trendy now.
Greens galore in pickle. wasabt.
military. leaf green and lime will be
seen.
Blue is making a come back from
shades of nasy to teal. turquoise. iris and
peacock.
Think happy pink. hot pink. rose.
piutch magenta and berry tones
Rich warm browns. chestnut, whisket.
mocha. stone. cocoa and chocolate are
big now. (These colors sound lake you
could drink them)
Black is always a winner. so clean and
European looking.
Don't forget the neuuals — sand, natural and cream.
If you have been vvatching TN' or reading any fashion magazines you have
Setif leggings and tighter leg pants.jeans
and of course the jegging 1 Jeans ttiat are
leggings
We have just received a lot of these
nev, st",les you'll love. Also cute side zip
straieht leg stretch jeans from Frent.h
Dressing are here. The fit is great.
Congratulations to Glenda Gallimore
Wilson who won the door prize this
%eek. Become a fan on Facebook or register in the store each week. You can see
w hat will be given away each week on
Facetxxik.
Shp, tuned to neo week:1 Fun and
',Linton report...

305 South 12th •Murray. KY • 753-7441
www.dkkelley.com
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Stacey K. Orr of Hazel is the mother of a son, Jamison Beal Orr,
born on Friday, Aug. 20. 2010.
The baby weighed seven pounds seven ounces and measured 20
1/4 inches.
Grandparents are Joe Off of Hazel: and David and Donna Tyler
of Buchanan, Tenn. Great-grandparents are Dewey and Faye Off of
Murray; and Gerald and Rose Walker of Dexter.

Reformers' Unanimous to meet
Reformers' Unanimous, a faith based addictions program, will
meet every Friday from 7-9 p.m. at Eastwood Baptist Church. The
public is invited. Child care is provided. For more information or
for a ride, call the church office at 753-1834.

Overeater's Anonymous to meet
Overeater's Anonymous, a 12-step recovery group for all types
of eating problems, meets each Thursday from 1:30-2:30 p.m. at
Chnst Methodist Church, 1322 W. Broadway, Mayfield. For information, call Marcia at 247-7414 or Jim at 623-8850.

Narcotics group will meet
Narcotics Anonymous will meet each Thursday from 7-8 p.m. at
St. John's Episcopal Church. For information, call 753-8419 or I877-447-2004.

TOPS Chapter will meet Thursday
TOPS (Take Off Pounds Sensibly) Chapter A#469 will meet
Thursday at 5:15 p.m. in the annex of Calloway County Public
Library. For more information, call Stephanie Cunningham at 7536646.

Compassionate Friends to meet
Compassionate Friends Support Group will meet 'Thursday at
7:30 p.m. in the private dining room of Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. This is a group for parents who have lost a child or young
adult through death. For more information, call Chaplain Kerry
Lambert at 762-1274 or Hilda Bennett at 731-498-8324.

Cancer Society offering program
The American Cancer Society has a free, transportation assistance program operating in Calloway County so cancer patients
won't have to worry about how to get to and from their needed
treatments. It is called "Road to Recovery" in which trained volunteer drivers will take cancer patients to and from their life-saving
treatments. To request assistance or information on how to volunteer to be a driver, call the American Cancer Society 24-hour information line at 1(800)227-2345. For additional information on Road
to Recovery, visit cancer.org.

Hospital requesting magazines
Murray-Calloway County Hospital is accepting magazines for
the lobby arid waiting areas. If you have any 2010 magazines that
contain appropriate family material and you would like to donate,
drop them off in the front lobby on the magazine cart, or call Gail
Stubblefield. MCCH's librarian, at 762-1572 for more information.
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Mr. and Mrs. Roy DoneLson

Glenn and Lou Nell Litchfield

Mr. and Mrs. Roy Donelson of Murray, celebrated their
40th wedding anniversary on July 25. 2010.
They were married in Corinth, Miss., in 1970. Their attendants were Evelyn and Wayne Johnston. The couple now reside
at Rowlett Trail in Murray.
Mr. Donelson is employed at Vanderbilt Chemical. and Mrs.
Donelson is employed at Murray-Calloway County Hospital Homecare.
They are the parents of Salena Bucy and Jim Donelson.
They are the grandparents of Katlyn and Allen Cook.

Mickey and Carita Boggess

Glenn and Lou Nell Litchfield will observe their 50th wedding anniversary on Aug. 27, 2010. They were married on that
date in 1960 in Trigg County.
A celebration is planned for Aug. 29, at Ferguson Springs
Baptist Church, Aurora, from 2-4 p.m. The couple requests no
gifts.
They are the parents of Beverly and Kenny Roth of Murray, and Lonnie and Nancy Litchfield of Calvert City. They
have four grandchildren, Blake Litchfield, Jay Roth, Luke Roth.
and die late Easton Litchfield.

Fort Donelson hosts art contest
Special to the Ledger
The contest connects students
Area youth from the Calloway in 4, 5. 8 and 1th grades to hisCounty and Murray Independent tory and national parks. Ranger
School districts are invited to Programs are offered for classparticipate in an Art Contest to rooms who might want to know
promote the 150th anniversary more about the contest or the
of the Civil War and leant about park's history.
the history of Fort Donelson
Per contest rules, students may
National Battlefield (FDNB). draw, paint, or sculpt about the
The National Park Service.and. •.topic of FDNB. Topics of intertheir project partners believe est may include (but are not limthis program will encourage stu- ited to): the 1862 battle, Civil
dents to think about their nation- War generals, the Underground
al parks in a meaningful way.
Railroad, soldier life, landscapes
Generating interest in the his- or scenic views. anti historic
toric battlefield resources. buildings (Dover Hotel or
allowing children to experience Cemetery Lodge). Artwork must
its beauty, and encouraging stu- be no larger than 9 X 12.
dents to think creatively are just Sculptures or other three-dimena few of the project goals.
sional artwork may not exceed

24 inches in height, width, or
depth. Include the student's
name, school, and other contact
information on die artwork.
Contest is open to students in
grades 4, 5,8 and 1 Ith grades in
Calloway County, Stewart
County, Tenn., and Houston
County, Tenn.
Deadline to enter contest is
Oct. 15. 2010. Artwork must be
postmarked by Oct. 15 or delivered to the park visitor center by
4:30 p.m.
Winners will be announced by
Oct. 30. An awards ceremony
will be held on Saturday, Nov.
13. 2010, at 1 p.m. at the park.
Prizes will be awarded to the top
three winners. Grand prizes

include a $50 Savings Bond
from Regions Bank, Dover,
Tenn.
Winners and runners-up will
be featured in a 2011 FDNB calendar.
Children of National Park
Service, Regions Bank, or
Eastern National employees
may not enter.
All
submitted
artwork
becomes the property of FDNB.
For more information. contact
the Ranger staff at (931) 2325706 or visit www.nps.gov.

Mickey and Carita Boggess will celebrate their 25th wedding anniversary. They were married at the home of Joe and
Suzanne Oakley of Murray. on Aug. 31, 1985.
Mrs. Boggess is the former Carita Chumbler, daughter of
the late Rose Chumbler and Wanda and Charles Howard.
Mr. Boggess is the son of the late Elmo and Kathleen
Boggess.
They are the parents of six children. Terri Benson of
Nashville. Tenn.; Michael Boggess, and wife Rita: Mark Bouess,
and wife Clare: Mitzi English, and husband Scott; Sherri Heeke,
and husband Terry. all of Murray: and Mona Nance, and husband Eric of Puryear. Tenn. They have 13 grandchildren.
A family celebration is planned.

Need Line lists items
needed for pantry
Need Line has issued a new supplies needed are dish liquid,
list of items needed to replenish toilet paper, shampoo and tooththe pantry for the clients. They paste: also large brown paper
are spinach, green beans, tuna, bags.
salmon. Jiffy Com Meal mix,
These items may be taken to
instant potatoes. evaporated the Need Line building at 638
milk and instant oat meal; freez- South Fourth St., Murray.
er/cooler items needed are eggs. between 10 a.m. and 4 p.m..
fresh fruits and vegetables. Monday through Friday. Need
frozen meat and vegetables; Line is an United Way Agency.
personal hygiene and cleaning For information, call 753-6333.
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When you call your bank with a question
regarding your account, do you know who you're
talking to on the other end? Do you know where
they are? If you bank with The Murray Bank, the
answer is YES,of course. All of our operations
and bookkeeping personnel are right here in
Murray. They're the folks you know from school,
church and your community. Odds are, you may
have even grown up with them. So why discuss
your financial concerns with a stranger in the next
county, state or region? Bank locally, with the
folks you already know and trust ...
The Murray Bank.
44)5 south 12th Street &
700 North 12th Street
271)-753_5626
tt vi.themurrii, hank.com

Murray, Wy.
Haw Banking Should Be

11.1,131, 1,1144.
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being held

Annthersaty

Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Hugh Palmer
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Hugh Palmer. Kirksey. observed their
70th wedding anniversary on Aug. 24. 2010.
Mr. Palmer and the former Imogene Drinkard are retired
dairy famers and are active in the Kirksey United Methodist
Church and the local Senior Citizens Center. Mr. Palmer is
also retired from Murray Lumber Company.
I hey are the parents of Carolyn Leslie of Murray and Aileen
Leslie of Calvert City. Their grandchildren are Bill Leslie,
Allen Leslie, Beth Lesiie Fielder. Alison Leslie Chaney and
Ennly. Leslie Burks. Their great-grandchildren are Frankie Leslie,
Tara Leslie, James Fielder. Rebecca Fielder, Christopher Eldridge,
Ashley. Eldridge and Jordan Eldridge.
A family celebration is planned.

•"Great minds discuss ideas;
Average minds discuss events;
Small minds discuss people"
Eleanor Roosevelt

Special to the Ledger
The
Murray-Calloway
County DES Rescue Squad
started its annual picture
fundraiser Monday. Aug 9. and
will continue for approximately
six-to-eight weeks.
Members of the DES Rescue
Squad will begin niaking phone
calls to area residents asking Mr
a donation and in return will
offer tree color Xx 10 portrait.
A release sent out by the
squad said there has been confusion in the past regarding the
fundraiser but advised that it is
not a scam. The squad is not
affiliated with the Calloway
Volunteer
Fire
County
Department and therefore does
not receive any tax dollars, relying only on donations to operate.
"Over the past five years, the
rescue squad, with your help,
has been able to buy two new
4x4 rescue trucks, one 8x8
amphibious Argo, one 4x4 off
road rescue vehicle, one mobile
light trailer and a side scan
sonar for our boats. This year
your donations will go toward
training and the purchase of a
new addition to our rescue
squad building to help house our
water rescue equipment." said
Ronnie Burkeen. rescue chief,
in the release.
Burkeen said the DES
Rescue Squad is the lead agency
in all missing persons cases,
after the mission is deemed noncriminal by the law enforcement
agency in charge. They are also
the lead agency in all waterrelated missing persons cases
and all drownings. Members of
the DES are trained in weather
spotting, man-tracking, mobile
decontamination, canine search
and rescue as well as several
other different types of rescue.
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STAFF SHOWN: The staff at Murray-Calloway County Area Technology Center (ATC) welcomed back more than 200 students in six departments for the 2010-11 school year. The programs include Automotive Technology, Carpentry, Culinary Arts, Health Sciences, Machine
Tool Technology and Welding. Pictured are (seated) Kathleen Holman, Culinary Arts; Dennis
Harper, Principal; Cindy Wise, Health Science; (standing) Chris Rose, Welding; Dan Hicks,
Carpentry; Darren Hobbs, Machine Tool Technology; and Mitchell McNutt, Automotive.
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OFFICERS CHOSEN: The Murray-Calloway County ATC SkillsUSA club has selected officers
for the 2010-11 school year. The officers are responsible for planning and coordinating club
activities for community service, fund-raisers and other club activities. Funds raised will be
used for expenses to attend the annual State SkillsUSA Convention in Louisville. Pictured,
from left, are (seated) Cheyenne Stowers, President; Brittany Tibaldi, Secretary; (standing)
Chris Milby, Vice President; Justin Snyder, Reporter; Chase Bolen, Treasurer; and Devon
Thomas, Parliamentanan.

Ail diplomacy asiae, everyone has their favorites, and we want to know who yours are. In preparation for our upcoming 'Readers'
Choice 2010" section, we're asking readers to fill us in on their area favorites, from auto dealers to steak houses, we want to know who
your favorites are! To add your votes to this year's poll, just fill out the form below and send it to us before Fri., Sept, 3rd at 5 p.m,
TO THANK YOU FOR YOUR PARTICIPATION, YOUR NAME WILL AUTOMATICALLY BE ENTERED INTO A
RANDOM DRAWING TO WIN ONE OF TWO $100 CASH PRIZES.
Favorite Place to Get Catftsh

Favorite Elected Oflicial

Favorite Caterer

Favorite Clothing Store

Fatorite Mexican Restaurant

Favorite Broker/Lnvestment Firm

Favorite Paving Service

Favorite Photography Studio

Favorite Asian Restaurant

Favorite Andque Store

Favorite Paint Store

Favorite Jewelry Store

Favorite BBQ Restaurant

Favorite Car Wash

Favorite Lumber Yard

Favorite Pest Control Service

Favorite Place To Get Dessert

Favorite Florist
Favorite Veterinarian

Favorite Appliance Store

Favorite Place To Gel A Burger

Favorite Auto Dealer
Favoirite Bookstore
Favorite Furniture Store
Favorite Gift Shop

Favorite Place To Get Breakfast

Favorite Children's Clothing Store

av °rite Ptace To Get A :Milkshake—

Favorite Landscaping/Lawn Service

Favorite Optometrist
Favorite Oil Change Service
Favorite Cable Provider
Favorite Hair Salon
Favorite Fitness Center

VIE

Favorite Golf Course

Favorite Drug Store

Favorite Place To E.:11 Buffet

Favorite Attorney

Favorite Barber Shop
Favorite Framing Store

'
OCRS
MT

Favorite Dentist
Favorite Carpet Store
Favorite Tanning Salon

Favorite Place To Get Fast Food

Favorite Orthodontist
Favorite Physical Therapist
Favorite Bank

Favorite Place To Get Home Cooking

0.1

Favorite After 5 Hangout

Favorite Bank Teller
income include ammo of Roolt

_
_
Favorite Coffee House

Favorite Chiropractor

Favorite kesta-ura—
nt

Favorite Real Estate Agency

Fin oriie Place To Get Pizza

Favorite Real Estate Agent

Favorite Lunch Spot

Favorite Gas Station

Fa% orite Grocery Store

Favorite Lathes Clothing Store

Favorite Family Practitioner

Favorite Towing Service

Favorite Day Care

Favorite Heating & Cooling Service

Favorite Auto Repair

Favorite Plumbing Service

F'avorite Con.signmeni Shop

Favorite Hardware Store

Favorite Thrift Siore

Favorite Radio Personality

Favorite Insurance Agency

A MAXIMUM OF FIVE BALLOTS PER INDIVIDUAL VOTER WILL BE COUNTED.Photo copies of bal1ots will not be accepted. Good luck and thanks for your participation. Look for your local
favorites in our special "Best of Calloway County Readers' Choice 2010" section published
;n October. Mail ballot to or drop off at:
Name
Phone

Favorite Senior Living Commura

VOTERS"
SEP'T..3REIII
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CONTEST RULES:
1. Must be at least 18 years of age to enter. Employees of this newspaper and their families are not eligible. 2. Entries must be received
I ov tnis newspaper before 5 p.m. on Fri. Sept. 3rd. 3. Cash prize winners will be selected via random drawing. Decision of newspaper iS
final 4. At least 10 categories must be filled In for your ballot to b• valid and counted. 5. All entries should contain the name of a business unless otherwise specified. 6. Entries must include full name & phone number to be valid & counted.
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News in Bnef
Proposed mosque in Mayfield rejected
NiAsr HELD. Ky. 1API --- A v,estem Kentu,k) city has rejected
a petition by. a group of Somalis to build a mosque.
The Mayfield Board of Zoning Adjustment cited a lack of parking as the reason for Tuesday night's decision. The Paducah Sun
reports more then 250 residents cheered.
Board member Don Simpkins said previous permits have been
issued for churches in the area. but services there were usually
limited to Sundays and evenings on Wednesday. He said Muslims
generally pray throughout the business day and week.
City Planner Brad Rodgers says the Somali group can appeal to
circuit court or could petition to open a mosque at a shopping center with more parking.
Jeff Keith, youth pastor at First Baptist Church in Mayfield, said
he hoped a solution could be found hecau,:e he didn't want the
Somalis to feel unwelcome.

Premiums dropped in health insurance program
FRANI:Kan. ky.. 1AP - Keniucky latialte. enrolled In a pro

•Street closings...
From Front
ited access beginning at 6 a.m.
On Saturday. Maple Street
from 4th to 6th streets will again
be closed beginning at 6 a.m.
Both 4th and 5th streets from
Main to Poplar streets will also
be closed beginning at 6 a.m.

These street closings arc to
ensure the safety of those
attending and staffing the festival. For more information or
questions regarding the street
closings or the Ice Cream
Festival. please call Murray
Main Street at (2701 759-9474.

AP Photo,The Kentucky New Era. Danny Vowell

KF_EPING CLEAN: Tommy Catlett washes a storefront window on Thursday, Aug. 19, on the comer of Sixth Street and
Main Street in Hopkinsville. Catlett said he was cleaning the
windows to help out with the appearance of downtown
Hopkinsville.

Mexico's newest icon: 22-year-old Miss Universe
Photo provided
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that Kentucky did not win an
award in the second round of
Race to the Top funding, we are
confident that the steps we are
taking in education will significantly improve the education
experience for Kentucky's students," he said. "The fact that
Kentucky was named a finalist
twice for these funds speaks to
the success of the combined
efforts of my office. the
Department of Education and
the General Assembly."
Kentucky.
Education
Association President Sharron
Oxendine said not receiving a
share of the funding came as a
disappointment.
"In no state in the nation is the
need for (hat funding greater
than the need that exists in
Kentucky's schools and among

Kentucky's children." Oxendine
said.
News that Kentucky wasn't
selected touched off flurry. of
statements from other stilt..
political figures. Kentucky.
House Speaker Greg Stumbo
called it "a shame."
Republican gubernatorial candidate Phil Moffett, a Louisville
businessman who has made
education a centetpiece of his
campaign, said not receiving the
funding will make it difficult for
Kentucky. to implement a newly
enacted law that sets new learning standards. new assessments
and more accountability for
underperforming schools.
"We stayed in the middle of
the road too long," Moffett said
in a statement.

rtir .1
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By OSKAR GAFtCIA
Associated Press Writer
LAS VEGAS (API — From
tlags to Facebook, 22-year-old
Jimena Navarrete has quickly
made it clear what she plans to
promote as the world's newest
Miss Universe — her home
country of Mexico.
"I want the whole world to
know about niy country and my
people," the Guadalajara native
said after beating 82 competitors
for global bragging rights at the
pageant in Las Vegas.
"I imagine that they're all
going crazy in Mexico right
now." she said through an interpreter. "l'in extremely proud
and I'm sure they're very pmud.
too."
She donned a flowing red

dress, strutted conidently in a Navarrete said on her fan page
violet bikini. and said onstage on Facebook, spurring 478
that the Internet is indispensable "likes" and 218 comments in
and requires parents to impart about one hour.
family values.
She was cheered by SpanishThe model-turned pageant speaking reporters clamoring to
queen then posed for pictures talk with her at-ter the pageant.
with a Mexican tlag and and twice answered questions
Mexico's last Miss Universe a.s about Arizona's recent immigracongratulations from her coun- tion law.
trymen came pouring in.
"Every country has the right to
"Her triumph is a source of impose and enact their laws,"
pride and satisfaction for all she said, wearing her new sash
Mexicans. who see in her the and sparkling tiara. "But I tell
fruits
of
perseverance," you that all the Mexicans and
Mexican
President
Felipe the Latins that are living here in
Calderon said in a statement. the United States are hardworkImmediately after her win, ing people — people who want
Calderon said on Twitter that her to improve on their quality of
victory would help Mexico's life."
image as a country.
The Miss Universe pageant is
"V(,'e won. long live Mexio,i1" known for grabbing headlines

— and Navarrete appears ready
to make her mark.
She's Mexico's second Miss
Universe. Lupita Jones —
Navarrete's national pageant
director -- won in 1991.
Navarrete has been modeling
since she was 15 and came to
Miss Universe after winning for
Jalisco. then Mexico, in the
country's Nuestra Belleza pageant.
Navarrete replaces
Miss
Universe
2009
Stefania
Fernandez of Venezuela. She
also spoiled a bid by Miss
Venezuela Marelisa Gibson
from giving the South American
country a third consecutive victory. Neither Gibson nor Miss
USA Rima Fakih made the top
15 tinalists.

gram that offers free or low-cost health insurance to eligible children will no longer have to pay mcnthly premiums for the coverage.
Some families involved in the Kentucky Children's Health
Insurance Program had been required to pay a $20 monthly premium to receive the coverage for their children.
Gov. Steve Beshear said Tuesday that by eliminating the monthly premiums, children won't have to leave the program due to the
program's cost. He said it's an example of making sure children
have access to health care in tough economic times.
Previously, KCHIP families with incomes over 150 percent of
the federal poverty level paid the premium. Suspending the premiums affects ahout 12.200 familie,
: and more than 16.000 children.

Conway to ply for campaign cash on Internet
LOUISVILLE. Ky.(API— Democratic Senate candidate Jack
Conway is planning his own round of Web-based fundraising next
month. borrowing a tactic from his Republican opponent's political playbook.
Conway's campaign said Tuesday it plans to tap the Internet for
a fundraiser on Sept. 7. The Louisville Denux:rat is hoping to raise
at least $260,000 with contributions from across Kentucky and the
country during a 24-hour period.
His campaign admits it is repeating a tactic pioneered by Rand
Paul's father. U.S. Rep. Ron Paul, and used repeatedly by Rand
Paul since the primary to raise money for his Senate campaign.
Most recently, Rand Paul raised more than $250.000 from two
days ot Web-based fundraising last week. The Bowling Green eye
doctor raised more than $1.2 million in a series of Internet
fundraisers during the GOP primary.

Murray Police Department on
lookout for driving violations
Staff Report
In conjunction with the
statewide "Drunk Driving: Over
the Limit-Under Arrest" campaign. the Murray Police
Depanment is increasing traffic
enforcement with the primary
(target violations hcing driving

under the influence, seat belt
violations and speeding, as well
as several others. Officers will
also be conducting road checkpoints throughout the city. The
campaign began Aug. 20. and
will last until Sept. 6.
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Pictured from left to right, top row. are Mike Cooper, Phil Morris, Matthew Morris and Keith
Travis. VP of Institutional Development. In the bottom row are Whitney Morris Cooper. Tonya
Carroll Morris, Tommy Carroll and Jessica and Madison Morris.

Carroll family gives to Hospice House
Special to the Ledger
NIurray -Calloway
Endowment for Healthcare is
pleased to announce a gift in the
amount of $50.000 from Tommy
Carroll. and his family. in recognition and honor of his late wife.
Billie Carroll.
The Hospice House has special meaning to the Carroll family.. Billie Cole Carroll was the
high school sweetheart to
Tommy Carroll. and they d.ated
over five years before marrying
on July 9, 1955. They were the
parents to two children. Tonya
Carroll Morris. anti the late
Jason Cole Carroll. Mrs. Carroll
always enjoyed being a stay at
home mom and had a passion
for haVing a beautiful, manicured lawn.

Billie Carroll ‘kas
much vide much needed end-of-life
loved and chenshed wife. moth- care for families throughout our
er. grandmother, and friend to area.
all. After an extended fight with
Murray-Calloway County
colon and liver cancer, she died Hospital's Hospice House will
12 years ago. During this time, be a 12-bed, residential facility.
the Carroll family saw first-hand Designed to provide patients
how important Hospice is dur- with limited life expectancy, anti
ing ones last days.
their families. a nurturing.
"Hospice was a blessing to homelike setting: a hospice
my wife Billie. and our family. house is a place where life's
during her illness and the time joumey can end peacefully and
of her passing in 1998. By hon- in dignity, surrounded by family
oring her memory with this and friends.
donation, it is our hope that
If you are interested in learnother families with similar situa- ing more about naming opportutions will be helped through nities available with MurrayHospice as we were," said Calloway
Endowment for
Tommy Carroll.
Healthcare, please contact Keith
The entire Carroll family is Travis, VP of Institutional
proud to support building of the Development at 762-1908.
Hospice House, which will pro-
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MCCH and Dr. Bailey
offer arthritus forum
Special to the Ledger
Did you know that arthritis affects more than 46
million Americans? Due to the high number of
people affected by this disease and the demand for
more information. Murray-Calloway County
Hospital is teaming up with Dr. Bill Bailey of
West Kentucky• Rheumatology to present the 2010
Arthritis Update Forum.
The forum will be held on Tuesday. Sept. 7, at 6
p.m.. at the Center for Health & Wellness in
Murray.
Dr. Bailey will be discussing new treatment
options for arthritis and related conditions. He will
also discuss the importance of aquatics for treatment and symptom management. The presentation
will be followed by an open discussion. so participants are encouraged to come prepared with

questions for Dr. Bailey,.
Arthritis literally mearts "joint inflammation..
But the term is often used to refer to any of the
more than 100 diseases that affect the joints where two or more bones meet to allow movement. The most common types of arthritis are
osteoarthritis artizf rheumatoid arthritis.
"With so many people in our area affected by
arthritis, we are excited to partner with Dr. Bailey
and provide this free forum to our community.said
Melissa Ross, Health Promotion,
Coordinator at the Center for Health & Wellness
-We feel this presentation is a valuable publi,
health service."
If you are interested in attending the free arthritis forum. please contact Melissa Ross. Health
Promotions Coordinator, at 762-1832.
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CENTENNIAL. HEALTH SCREENING: Pictured. from left to right, are Myra Overby, Health
Express Nurse, and Murray resident, Eda
at the MCCH Celebration Health Fair this
past Saturday, Aug. 21. Approximately 150 men and women from around the region participated in the Health Screening event, which offered screenings such as: lipids, glucose. body
mass indcx, osteoporosis. breast exams for women, anemia and thyroid disease blood draw
for women. digital rectal exams. hemmocult and PSAs for men. "This is the first year we have
offered this event, and due to the success and interest of our community. we look forward to
offering this again next year," said Melissa Ross, Health Promotions Nurse at the Center for
Health & Wellness. For more information on upcoming health promotion events, contact
Melissa Ross at 270-762-1832.

Hours M F 8 AM 6PM
Sat 8 AM 5 PM

2420 E. WOOD STREET • PARIS, TN • 1-800-325-32.29

731-642-3900

Treatment of Arthritis
and related Diseases
?siva?ly serving
Nest Kefratucky an? 'Tennessee
6or ever 21

yean!

Accepting new patients — No referral necessary

Call for an appointment: 270-534 0046
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You can always expect innovation. compassion and care from
Western Baptist. Soon, we will open the area's first Neonatal

M.D.

Intensive Care Unit, provided by the Western Baptist Hospital
Foundation, so babies who need specialized care can stay close to
home with their families. That specialized care is available here even
before your baby arrives, if needed, with the addition of maternal
fetal specialists on our medical staff. Rest assured, we cover the
details so you can focus on what's important - your baby.
Innovation, compassion and maternity care. That's Western Baptist.
(270) 575-BABY • www.westernbaptist.com
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Murray native turns passion into rehabilitation
programforformer child soldiers in Africa
to do is teach them how to play.
through art, music. dance theradren have escaped to orphan- py and expressive therapy. We
ages and other safe havens after gather stones that represent their
rebel forces kidnapped them and burdens and find a place on the
fon:e them to serve as soldiers.
village to lay their stones at the
The work comes naturally to foot of a cross," Haley said.
Haley... a 1990 Calloway County
In addition to the direct theraHigh School graduate who hold py with children and the partnernumerous degrees in social ships with orphanages arid other
work and currently operates a organizations,
eXile
private practice as a family and International provides training
child therapist anti psychologist to African leaders who can then
in the Nashville area. She has provide the same trauma care.
always been interested in the
Another art method used in the
lives of those living in Africa, rehabilitation program is beadbut didn't get a chance to see it making. The children take bits
firsthand antil she was 18.
of paper and roll them into
From there. her interest and beads that are then assembled
involvement grew as she into jewelry that is sold to help
obtained the degrees that gave raise funds for the organization.
her the skills needed to rehabili"They are made from paper
tate the children. It was only a that many would throw away
matter of time before her inter- but the children make someest in Africa, her training as a thing beautiful from it," Haley
psychologist and the great need said. "In the same way we
of waraorn children all came believe that (in the lives of the
together in the form of eXile children) what was intended for
International.
evil can be used for something
"eXile was founded out of a beautiful."
trip I went on to the Congo two
The beads are sold in many
years ago. I've never seen hope- places. and can be found locally
lessness like that before. They at
Christian
New
Life
have more child soldiers there Bookstore.
than anywhere else," Haley
The therapy' and training is
said.
only a portion of svhat Haley
Child soldiers are created out does with eXile, she also travels
of a power struggle for control throughout America spreading
of valuable mineral deposits in awareness of what is going on in
the area. Rebel groups are con- Africa.
stantly at war and need people to
"I love to tell their stones. The
serve in their armies. Children most recent one is of a little girl
are an easy target and are in the Congo who was victim to
abducted at a young age by the sexual violence around the age
rebel groups and forced to of 6. When we got there she was
become soldiers.
very withdrawn and rarely
"There's a lot out there we just smiled. I looked down after our
don't know about," Haley said. last day there of working the
"When you talk about Afnca, program with the children and
it's haM to even talk about starv- she was holding my hand, dancing eltiktren but dicu'pA talk' ing, and had the biggest smile
about children who hltiai been on her face. The changes we see
abducted by three different rebel in thc children are pretty amazforces on three different occa- ing." Haley said.
sions."
While spreading awareness.
The stories that Haley, has Haley said she also looks for
heard through her rehabilitation personal and corporate sponsors
are shocking. Once abducted, to support eXile International.
the children are put through a Sne said she has stopped asking
brutal brainwashing process that for money but instead asks that
is intended to desensitize the supporters "step into the life of
children to violence and force one of these children so their
their allegiance to the rebels. In ending can be better than their
many cases this includes forcing beginning."
the children to kill relatives or
In her travels. she has been
watch them be killed or tortured. back to Murray multiple times
In particular, Haley mentioned to speak to church group and
the Lord's Resistance Army. other organizations about her
which she described as like a work.
cult.
"It has been so neat to come
"It's so satanic. The stories are back to Murcay. The support has
so horrific you just don't think been amazing. This is the hardthere is any way it could hap- est place to talk about it, it's so
pen. One lady told me 'man far removed from what is going
can't think up the things they do on over there. It's so strange to
to children,'" Haley. said.
come here and talk about chilHaley now travels to Afnca dren being forced to kill their
around two to three times per parents or young girls being
year. The rehabilitation process raped from war. Murray is a speis complex and multi-faceted. cial place and is safe compared
but designed to help bring the to the rest of the world. It's so
children out of the trauma they humbling to see family and
have faced. One of the things childhood friends come behind
Haley.. does is to have them draw your dreams for these children."
their heartaches and hopes onto she said.
cloth handkerchiefs. The images
Haley is also involved in
that emerge still amaze Haley, activism to try imd effect change
and she said they mainly center in public policy. She once fasted
around dead bodies. guns and for nine days until a senator
bullets. In the center of the released a hold on a bill that
handkerchief. she has them would put Amenca in a leaderdraw a heart. symbolizing love. ship role of disarming the Lord's
redemption and the fact that Resistance Army. The bill was
God was with them even during. recently signed into law. by
their pain.
President Obama.
"They haven't had a childhood
In the future. Haley said she
because this is what is inside of hones to grow the organization
them. One of the things we try to reach more traumatized chil-

From Front

dren. She said she hopes to partner with more schools and
orphanages in the Congo and
eastern Afnca.
"The problem is you have a
regeneration of traumatized children who grow up to be traumatized adults.- she said. "Two
things we say a lot are. our hope
is to see the next generation be
soldiers of peace instead of soldiers of war, and the vision is
you have to stop the bleeding
and then the wound to change
the course."
While Haley's work has put
her in the position to positively

impact and change the lives of
many others, she said she has
not corne away from the expenence without being changed a
little hersel‘.
"Having walked through my
own joun.ey with trauma and
emotional woundedness, even
so small when compared to their
pain, I connect with these children on a heart level," Haley
said. "The beautiful thing really
is what I have learned from
them. If these kids can find forgiveness, then how could we not
leant how to forgive each other
over small things?"

Photo prOvnied

Beth Haley is pictured during a trip to Africa with some of the
children she has worked with. Haley travels to Africa two to
three times each year to offer rehabilitation for children and
training to local leaders.
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Around the nght wrtst ot Beth Haley hangs an unbroken chain
bracelet. The chain appeared on her arm one night and she
can't explain how it got there other than that it serves as a
symbol of how she is chained to the lives of the children in
Africa. Also pictured are some of the beads the children make
as part of their rehabilitation program
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Racer Sports in Brief
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with some of the
; to Africa two to
for children and

Racer
football
plans Meet
and Greet
From MSU Athletics
Members af the Racer
Club and all Racer Football
fans are invited to the Murray
State football Meet & Greet
Night at Roy Stewart
Stadium this Thursday at 6
p.m.
Fans may enter dte stadium front field level at the
north gate and the first 200
will receive a free hot dog
and soft drink.
The night begins with a
chance to meet members of
the 201(1 Racer football team,
take a photo with the studentathletes and get an autograph. MSU head coach
Chris Hatcher and coaching
staff will also be on hand at
the event.
Racer Football posters
and schedule cards will be
available.
Season ticket forms will
be available. including the
Fantastic Fan Package,
which includes a ticket and
free soft drink for each of the
five home games, plus a $15
gift card from the University
Bookstore. Buy three of the
Fantastic Fan packages and
the fourth is free. Other MSU
ticket plans will also be
available.
The Racer Cheer squad,
Racer Giris, Dunker and Air
Dunker will be at the event.
as well as Racer-I and jockey
Cristi Caruso.

Isbell
named 01/C
Goalkeeper
of Week
Valley
The
Ohio
Conference named Murray
State senior Tara Isbell
Goalkeeper of the Week after
her great start to the 2010
season.
The Mayfield native
stopped both shots she faced
in the Racers' season-opening 0-0 tie on Aug. 20 at
Bellarmine. She followed
that up with six saves in
another scoreless draw on
Aug. 22 at Saint Louis.
Isbell. the MSU career
shutouts leader, increased her
career total to 19 with her
performance this past weekend.
MSU retums to the pitch
Aug. 27 in the opening match
of the Racer Classic at 2 p.m.
against South Florida.

KENTUCKY
FOOTBALL

Defense
lags in
scrimmage
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
Kentucky. coach Joker Phillips
says the defense lagged a bit
during a scrimmage Tuesday.
He attributed it to minor
injuries that have added up
throughout preseason drills.
Among those missing were
senior defensive end DeQuin
Evans and junior linebacker
Danny. Trevathan. both projected starters. Ricky Lumpkin and
Collins Ukwu, both possible
starters at defensive end, have
also missed time recently.
Phillips said he expects each
to be available for the Wildcats'
Sept. 4 season opener against
Louissille.

e-mail: sportamurrayledger.com

ALL 'A' SOCCER: MURRAY 3, ST. MARY 1

PREP GIRLS
SOCCF R

Into their own

Marshall
ends
CCHS
win streak

TIGERS GET
GOALS FROM
BOKENO
BROTHERS,
WARD, MOVE
ON TO
SECTIONAL
By TOMMY DILLARD
Sports Editor
The list of goal-scorers
Murray lost from last year's 15strong senior class is lengthy.
Names like Jordan Benton,
Matt Hines, Dillon Ward.
Jeremy Curd and Michael
Mangold no longer roam the
pitch at Mallary France Soccer
Complex.
Coming into the season.
Alex Bokeno, the Tigers' only
returning starter. was the only
known quantity as a varsity
player who could put the ball in
the net.
But on Tuesday night,
locked in a stalemate with St.
Mary in the First Region All 'A'
championship game for most of
the first half, head coach Jim
Baurer believes he saw the
beginnings of what can be a
new class of Tiger scorers.
Alex Ward went far post to
score what was perhaps the
evening's most crucial goal in
stoppage time at the end of the
first half, sending the Tigers
into the break with all the
momentum and a 2-1 advantage.
Just four minutes into the
second half, Murray added
some cushion when A.J.
Bokeno found the back of the
net on a rebound after a shot
from brother Alex.
The Tigers went on to claim
a 3-1 victory and punch their
ticket to an All 'A' sectional
match
Saturday
against
University Heights, thanks to
two goals from guys who
Baurer is asking to step up.
"We graduated a lot of goalscorers last year." he said. "I
don't think it's fair to put all of

EARLY LEAD
DOESN'T LAST
LONG FOR
LADY LAKERS

TOMMY DILLARD / Ledger& Tures
Murray senior Steven Arnold competes with a St. Mary player to get a head on this ball
during the Tigers' 3-1 victory Tuesday night in the All 'A' region championship at Mailary
France Soccer Complex. The Tigers will face University Heights on Saturday in the sectional rnatch.
that burden on Alex Bokeno. pate in All 'A'.
We've got to have some other
Murray barely squeaked past
people step up. We have some the Vikings in 2009, relying on
kids who can put the ball in the a late second-half goal from
goal, I just don't know if we've Alex Bokeno to give them a 1 shown it yet."
0 victory. The Vikings are off to
As usual, it was no breezy a 2-3 start this year and finished
path for the Tigers through 8-12-2 last season. but always
regional challenger St. Mary,
See 11GERS,28
the only other school to partici-

All 'X Sectional
University Heights at
Murray
When: 5 30 p rn
Where: Mallary France Soccer
Complex
Last meeting: Murray won 4-2 rn 2009
Ali A Sectoonal
Records: UHA 0-3-1 Murray 2-0-0

216(1 DISTRICT
STRADINGS
SCh001
Marshall County
Murray

Graves County
Calloway County
Mayfield

Dost (Overall)
2-0 (4-0)
0-0 (3-1)
0-0(1-2)
0-1(3-1)
0-1 (2-2)

PREP GOLF

ALL 'A' SOCCER: MURRAY 10, ST. MARY 0

Mercy, what a win
LADY TIGERS
PITCH
SHUTOUT, GET
MERCY-RULE
WIN IN
REGIONAL
By TOMMY DILLARD
Sports Editor
Murray entered Tuesday
night's First Region All 'A'
championship game against St.
Mary without its starting goalkeeper, Haley Stewart, who
was injured over the weekend
at the Daviess County Classic.
Fortunately for the Lady
Tigers, a goalkeeper wasn't
necessary in what became a I 00 rout at Mallary France Soccer
Complex — Murray's defense
didn't allow a shot on goal.
coach
Mickey
Head
MeCuiston's club scored early
and often, and fill-in keeper
Rachel Wooten touched the
ball just once. on a roller into
the box in the first half.
The win propelled the Lady
Tigers into an All 'A' sectional
Saturday
against
match
University Heights, which will
also be held at Mallary France,
and helped the squad rebound
from a close Saturday loss to
Daviess County, ranked No. 9
in the state in the latest coaches' poll.
Murray spread the wealth
offensively as four different
Lady Tigers scored two goals

Staff Report
Calloway' County held a 1-0
lead for two minutes Tuesday
night at Marshall County, but
quickly succame to a relentless
Lady Marshal attack, falling 10-2
in their 2nd District opener in
Draffenville.
Emily Chrisman scored an
una.ssisted goal eight minutes into
the first half to put the Lady
Lakers ahead, but it took
Marshall only two minutes to
answer. sconng their first of six
first-half goals at the 30-minute
mark.
By the 20-minute mark. the
Lady Marshals held a 4-1 lead.
They added goals at the 19minute mark and the 8-minute
mark to go into the break ahead
by a commanding margin.
Calloway scored its second
goal of the night when Allie
Daniel found the back of the net
unassisted six minutes into the
second half.
ivlarshall scored four more
goals down the stretch to improve
to 4-0 on the sea.son and 2-0 in the
district. Calloway suffered its first
loss of the season, falling to 3-1
and 0-1 in the district.
The Lady Ulcers return to district play Thursday, hosting
crosstown rival Murray. Game
time is set for 5:45 p.m.

Garrison
leads
Lakers
over five
CONNELL
MEDALS FOR
VICTORIOUS
LADY LAKERS

TOMMY DILLARD / Ledger & Times
Murray freshman Natalie Adams (26) and junior Megg Hudson (3) attempt to get to this
ball before the St. Mary goalkeeper during Tuesday's 10-0 victory at Mallary France
Soccer Complex. The Lady Tigers will take on University Heights in the sectional match
on Saturday.

apiece
Jaclin Patterson.
Lyssie Wright, Megg Hudson
and Allyson Futrell.
Patterson got the Lady
Tigers on the board just four
minutes into the game. and
Murray held a 4-0 lead by. the
halfway mark of the first pertod.
The Lady Tigers also got

goals from Taylor Richerson
and first-year player Hannah
McAllister. Futrell brought an
early end to the game when she
scored Murray's 10th goal ot
the evening with 24 minutes
remaining in the second half
off an assist trom Ashiee
IN See LADY TIGERS, 2B

All 'A' Sectional
University Heights at
Murray
When: 7 30 p m
Where: Malian, Frar,..e Soccer
C.omplex
Lest meeting: Murray *on 4-0 in 2009
All A Sectional
Records: UMA 4-0 Murray 3-1

Staff Report
Calloway County's boys
came out of a five-team field
victorious Tuesday at Lake
Barkley's Boots Randolph Golf
Course
in
Cadiz. while
Calloway's girls blew away the
competition in a three-team
match.
The Lakers were led by
Hunter Garrison. who earned
medalist honors, shooting a 36.
while the Lady Laker% were
paced by Madison Connell, who
shot a 40 and took home medalist honors as well.
As a team, Calloway's boys
shot 153 to best second-place
Trigg County by 12 strokes. The
Wildcats shot 165 while
Christian County shot 166.
Hopkinsville finished at 167 and
Murray came in at 177.
Behind Garrison. the Laker,
got a 37 from Daniel Harper. a
39 from Brock Simmons. and
41s from Chasten Howard and
Matt McReynolds.
On the girls side. Calloway
shot 173 as a team to NOW away
Hopkinsville. which shot 227.
and Christian County. which
shot 218.
Behind Connell. Madison
Contri and Safiah Hassan both
IN See

GOLF, 28
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OFFER EXPIRES 8/31/10

2011 BUICK
REGAL CXL SEDAN
MSRP
Peppers Disc
Conquest/ Loyalty Rebate**

$28,840
- 1,000
- 1,000

*
$26 840

YOUR
PRICE

WOW
STOCK #GC1003
POWER SUNROOF.
POWER SEATS REAR
PARKING ASSIST

2011 BUICK
LaCROSSE CX
MSRP
Peppers Disc
Conquest/ Loyalty Rebate**

YOUR
PRICE

$28,495
- 1,000
- 1,000

$26,495*
-ser-_emo
STOCK #GC1015
BLUETOOTH FOR PHONE,
REMOTE VEHICLE START,
POWER SEATS

2010 CHEVY
TAHOE 4WD LT
MSRP
Peppers Disc
Rebates

$49,340
- 3,616
- 3.000

2 724

YOUR
PRICE

STOCK #GT0155
POWER SUNROOF
HEATED SEATS POWER
LIFIGATE

2010 GMC SIERRA 4WD
CREW CAB SL
MSRP

STOCK #GT0170
H D TRAILERING PACKAGE 4 8 L V8 ENGINE.
POWER WINDOWS 8
LOCKS
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•Tigers
From Page 1B
.ecin to gise the Tigers tits.
"We'‘e always struggled
ith Si Mary, so 1 worty about
them probably' more than anyone else on the schedule.Baurer said. "Still. it's been a
long time since they've beaten
us. and you worry. about the
guys coming in focused.
"But it's important to our
guys to get back to state. Other
than making it to the regional. I
think that's the most iniportant
thing to them this season.Alex
Bokeno
scored
Murray's first goal of the night
on a play in which he broke
away from his defender in the
center of the field and fired a
shot past the keeper and into the
net. A.J. Bokeno had the assist
on the play.
The Tigers put I I shots on
goal and held St. Mary to just
three. turning in a solid defensive performance. The Vikings
scored their only goal on a far
post shot from Tyler Neihoff to
even the score at one-all. a goal

Baurer said had less to do with
a defensive breakdown and
more to do with a great shot by
Neihoff.
AVard's goal. off assists from
Matthew VanAmerngen and
Lake Butterworth. gave Murray
a lead it wouldn't lose.
"That was just hard-nosed.
hanging in there. being in the
right place at thc right rime,"
Bauter said of the goal."We try
to teach them to attack the tar
post. it was there. the ball came
to him. and he put it in.The Tigers improved to 2-0
on the season and have two big
games looming later this week.
Murray opens 2nd Distnct play
Thursday. traveling to red-hot
Callov.i.ty County 14-0). then
play UNA with an All 'A' state
benh on the line Saturday.
"We'll just take things one
match at a time.- said Baurer.
"We won't talk about UNA
until Friday. The focus will be
on Calloway. They have a nice
team this year and we•11 have
our hands full with them.-

•Lady Tigers
From Page 1B
Edminster. in%()king the 10goal mercy rule.
Richerson. Wright. Hunt,
Patterson and Kayla Verburg
also earned assists on the night.
Despite his team's fast start.
McCuiston said he would have
liked to have seen a little more
fire out of his squad early.
"My expectations for this
team are pretty high." said
McCuiston, whose Lady Tigers
pulled a No. 28 state ranking in
this week's poll. "I've been hard
on them. and I wasn't that
pleased in the beginning. They
were sluggish, and we have a
tendency at times to play to the
level of our competition. I'm
trying to get them to play at the
sarne level regardless of competition."
The Lady Tigers certainly
played to the level of their
competition
on
Saturday
against Daviess — a I -I tie
held until late in the game,
when Stewart came out with an
injury and the Lady Panthers
seized the momentum.
Nonetheless.
McCuiston
said it was an early test for his
squad. which passed with tly-

ing colors.
"I've been trying to teli the
girls that they can compete
with the big teams." he said. "1
liked that they were disappointed. They came off the field
upset, kicking bags and stuff.
But they should be proud of the
effort, a top 10 team in the
state. and we fought them to
the end."
The Lady Tigers will delve
into 2nd District play for the
first time Thursday when they
face Calloway County. which
is off to a 3-1 start to the season.
Murray willvstill be without
Stewart, McCuiston said, and
will likely. turn to Wooten and
McAllister to man the goal.
"It was good that they could
get their feet wet a little
tonight," he said. "... We'll put
some emphasis on the defense
not taking as many chances.
One of the big pluses of having
Haley: on the field is she's very
vocal and she's a good leader,
so we'll miss that."
McCuiston said he is hopeful Stewart will be able to
return for Saturday's All 'A'
match.

•Golf
From Page 1B
turned in 44s while Summer
Simmons shot 45 and Chelsea
Holzschuh finished at 56.
Calloway's boys will partici

pate in the Ballard Invitational
on Saturday while the girls will
travel to the Hopkins Central
Invitational.

27,999
1.11110-

MSRP
Peppers Disc
Rebates

STOCK #GC0133
30 MPG HWY. XM RADIO
SIDE IMPACT AIRBAGS
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Kentucky Football Prep Polls
By The Associated Pnrss
LOUISVILLE Ky (AP) — The top
teams in the Kentucky Associated
Press hkjh school football wits. with
first-place votes. records and total
points
CMOS I A
Rank-School
FPV Rod TP
1 Mayfield
(7) 1-0 97
2 Beechwood
(1) 0-0 84
3 Hazard
(1) 0-0 75
die) lex Chnsban (1) 0-0 75
5 Lou Holy Cross
- 1-0 52
6 Cnttenden Co
- 1-0 46
(tel Raceland
- 1-0 46
8 F.-anklon
0-0 27
9 Campbellsville
0-1 21
10 Fairview
- 1-0 12
Others receiving votes 11 Pikeville 7
12 Bellevue 4 13 Williamsburg 3
Class 2A
Rank-Schoot
FPV Rcd TP
1 For1Campbell (3) 0-1 84
2 Newport Central Catholic (2) 1-0
78
3 Monroe Co
(1) 1-0 76
4 Murray
(1) 1-0 65
5 Danville
(2) 1-0 64
6 Prestonsburg
(1) 1-0 62
7 Lou DeSales
- 0-1 41
8 Corbin
- 0-0 26
9 Owensboro Catholic- 1-0 24
10 Cov Holy Cross - 1-0 10
Others receiving votes 11 GLasgow 9
12 Green Co 8
Class 3A
Rank-School
FPV Rcd TP
1 Lou Central
14) 0-1 84
2 Mason Co
(2) 0-1 73
3 Paducah Tilghman - 0-1 66
4 Starrerset
13) 1-0 64
5 Belfry
- 0-1 51
6 Estill Co
- 0-0 40
7 Breathitt Co
- 1-0 27
8 Russellville
- 0-1 20
9. Union Co
0-1 15
10 Pike Co Central - 0-0 14
Others recervrng votes 11. Sheldon
Clark 13 12. Russell 12 13.
Elizabethtown 10 14 Henry Co 3 14.
North Oldham 3
Class 4A
Rank-School
FPV Red TP
1 Boyle Co
1-0 89
2 Bell Co
(1) 1-0 72
3 Lex Catholic
- 1-0 66
4 Lone Oak
- 1-0 61
5 Holmes
- 0-0 51
6 Lou Westem
- 1-0 40
7 Frankltn-Simpson - 1-0 23
8 Martha Layne Collins - 1-0
21
9 Marron Co
- 0-0 20
10 Allen Co -Scottsville
- 1-0
19
Others receiving voles. 11, Knox
Central 14 12. Lawrence Co 12 13.
Franklin Co 4 14. Bullet East 3
Class 5A
Rank-School
FPV Rcd TE
1 Highlands
(8) 1-0 89
2 Bowling Green (1) 1-0 81
3 John Hardin
- 0-0 69
4 Owensboro
- 0-0 55
5 Chnsban
• 1-0 45
6 Pulaski Co
- 0-0 43
7 Johnson Central • 0-1 42
8 Letcher County Central - 1-0
20
9 Warren Central
• 0-1 15
10. Ashland Blazer
- 1-0 14
Others receiving votes 11, Whitley Co
7 11. Hopkinsville 7 13. Oldham Co 3
14. Southwestern 2 14, Anderson Co
2
Class 6A
Rank-School
FPV Rod TP
Lou
Trinity
1
(51 0-0 86
2 Lou St Xavier (41 0-0 84

Grand Opening
August 23 to 29,2010
Hey amigos, we opened a new restaurant
located at 1100 Chestnut St. and we'd
like to invite you to join us for:

99K

Breakfast
Burritos
(during breakfast hours)

$22,725
-1.003
- 3.000

$18,722*
111111111NIF
4111Ima

mita

Taco

WM&

SCOREBOARD

All Week

69ft

Crispy Tacos
,

.92(1.'14+

girieuir6invited teteur

2010 CHEW
MALIBU LS
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PRICE

SCOREBOARD
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'
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$35,480
- 2,481
- 5,000
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Rebates
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PRICE
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TACO JOHN'S
Thef sh Taste of West-Mex

100 Chestnut St, Murray

the hrs
error A
respon
msertic
ea imr
be mar

1-0 67
Lou Balked
1-0 54
Pyle
Ck-0 48
Scott Co
1-0 39
Lou male
Lou Fem Creek
0-0 30
- 0-0 26
Lex Henry Clay
me) Simon Kenton - 0-0 26
10 Lou DuPont Manual
0-1
12
Others recerving votes 11 Lou Seneca
10 12 Lou Eastern 6 13. North
Hardin 4 14 George Rogers Clark 2

3
4
5
6
7
8

All Associated Press members in
Kentucky are eligible to participate rri
the high school football poll Those who
voted tot this week,s poll are The
Advocate-Messenger Danville. The
News-Enterpnse. Elizabethtown, The
Gleaner. Henderson, Kentucky New
Era, Hoplonsville. Lexington hleralclLeader, The Courier-Journal Louisville
The Murray Ledger & Times. The
Paducah Sun. Appalachian News
Express Pikevele. The Winchester Sur
KHSAA Sports Today
Prep Boys Soccer
Tuesday
Calloway Co 1 Community Christian 0
Murray 3 St Mary 1
Prep Gilt Soccer
Tuesday
Murray 10 St Mary 0
Marshall Co 10 Callowa‘r Co 2
Maior League Basebali
American League
East Division
W
L Pct GB
New York
78 48 619
Tampa Bay
78 48 619
72 54 571
Boston
5
Toronto
65 60 52012 1/2
44 82 349
Balhmore
34
Central Division
W
*et GB
—
Minnesota
72 54 571
Chicago
68 57 544 3 1 ,2
Detrort
63 63 500
9
Kansas Crty
53 73 421
19
Cleveland
50 75 J0021 1/2
West Division
W
L Pct GB
Texas
71 54 568
—
Oakland
62 62 500 8 1,2
Los Angeles
62 65 468
10
Seattle
49 76 392
22
Nationel League
East Division
W
L Pc: GB
Atlanta
73 53 579
—
Philadelphia
70 55 560 2 1,2
New York
63 62 504 9 1/2
Florida
62 62 500
10
WashingtDn
53 73 421
20
Central Division
W
L Pct G6
Cincinnati
72 54 571
—
St Louis
613 55 553 2 1/2
Milwaukee
59 66 47212 1/2
Houston
56 69 4,
1815 1/2
53 74 41719 1/2
Chicago
Pittsburge
42 84 333
30
West Division
W
L Pct GB
San Diego
75 49 605
—
San Francisco
71 56 559 5 1 ,2
Colorado
65 60 52010 1.'2
Los Angeles
12
64 62 508
Anzona
49 77 389
27
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MIDDLE SCHOOL
FOOTBALL

Calloway
eighthgraders beat
Fufton Co.
Staff Report
The Calloway County Middle
eighth grade football team
improved to 2-1 on the season
with a 31-0 win over Fulton
County Tuesday night.
The Laker offensive attack
was led by the offensive line,
which included Kort Kingins,
Dalton Colson. Matt Filter,
Joseph Duncan and Bryce Orr.
Dante Darcus scored touchdowns of 15 and 25 yards on his
only two rushing attempts of the
night. Josh Jones also added a
I5-yard rushing touchdown early
in the second quarter. Hayden
Smith added the extra point.
Tristan Holland exploited the
Pilots through the air. connecting
on a 20-yard touchdown pass to
Austin Napp and a 22-yard
touchdown pass to Peyton
Glynn.
The Laker defense was a team
effon as 18 CCMS players
recorded tackles. Dante Darcus.
Dalton Colson and Matt Hiter
recorded quarterback sacks.
Josh Jones and Joseph
Duncan combined to force three
fumbles which were recovered
by CCMS defenders.
CCMS will be back in action
on Thursday as they travel to
Heath. Kickoff is scheduled for
5:30 p.m.
The Laker eighth-graders won
their first game on Aug. 10.
defeating Ballard County in a
hard-fought 30-12 game.
The Laker% used an explosive
running attack behind the offensive line composed of Duncan.
Rustin Burkeen. Hiter. John
Paschall and Orr.
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BAC HOME LOANS SERVICING, I. P.
flye Countrt-wide Home Loans Serncing, L P.

' h

Laval
Notice
COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Action No 09-CI-00562

CHASE HOME FINANCE. 11.0
PLAINTIFF.

h HASE HOME FINANCE, LLC.

PLAINTIFF.

DEFENDANTS

By virtue of a Judgment and Order of Sale entered by the Calloway Circuit
Court on July 12, 2010, in the above cause. to satisfs' the Judgment of the
Plaintiff in the approximate amount of S223,301.88. I shall prticeed to offer for
sale at the Courthouse door in the City af Murray, Calloway County. Kentucky.. thh
the higheat biddcr, at public auction on Thursday, September 2. 2010, at the hour
of 10,00 it rrl , local time. or thereabout, the following described property
located in Calloway County, Kentucky, with its address being 912 Duncan Trail.
Dexter. KY 42036, and being more particularly descnbed as follows'
Legal description of a tract of land located on Duncan Trail. approximately 2.5
miles East of the town of Alm°. being a part of the Southeast Quarter of Section
29, Tbwnship 3, Range 5 East, and also being Tract 1 of a minor subdivision plat
of record in Plat Book 35, Page 55, Slide 3371, and being further described as follows
Beginning at a 04 mbar whcap *3175 set at the southwest corner of the herein
described tract and the southeast corner of the Jimmy Rutland property, said
point being 20.00 feet north of the centerline of Duncan Trail and approximately
0.40 miles east of the centerline of Peeler Road:
Thence, along the east line of the Rutland property, North 00 degrees 12' 31
west for a distance of 330.00 feet to a #4 mbar wimp /3175 set at the northwest
corner of the herein described tract,
thence. along the south line of the Rutland property, North 89 deg. 31' 20' east
for a digtance of 165 00 feet to a #4 rebar w/cap *3175 set at the northeast corner
of the herein described tract and on the west line of the Michael Strtnger 25- lot
acre tract k Deed Book 485, Page 4461,
thence, along the West line of said tract, South 00 deg. 12' 31" east for a distance
of 330 00 feet to a 04 mbar whcap #3175 :Yet at the southeast corner of the herein
described tract and 20.00 feet north of the centerline of Duncan Trail,
thence. along a line 20.00 feet Luau and parallel to ths centerline of Duncan
Trail, South 89 deg. 31' 20" wegt for a distance of 165.00 feet to the point of
beginning
Together with and subject to covenants. Easements and reatrictions of recoed.
Thoi tract contains 1 2.50 acres according to a survey by. VL Associates on May
25, 2004. but is subject to any additional road nght-ofiway there may be on
Duncan Trail
Being the same property c-onveyed to Joy S. Morgan by deed from Michael N.
Stnnger. et al.. dated June 14. 2004, of record in Deed Book 550, Page 184, in
the office of the Clerk of the Calkiway County Court.
The aforementioned property shall be sold on a cash or credit basis of 30 days,
but if sold on a credit of 30 days, the purchaser shall be required to deposit with
the commissioner ten percent i 10%1 of the purchase price, with the balance to be
paid in full within thirty h30) days, with sufficient surety bond, bearing interest
at 12
,
1 per annum from the date of sale until paid. and fully due and payable tn
thirty 130h days. A hen shall be retained on the property as additional security
MI delinquent taxes shall he ascertained and paid, but shall be sold subject to
the current year ad valorem taxes
This 12th day of Augunt, 2010.
Respectfully submitted.
MAX W. PARKER
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court

By virtue of a Judgment and Order of Sale entered by the( alloway
t our(
on July 12, 2010. in the above cause. to satisfy- the Judgment of the Plaintiff in the
approximate amount of $148,090 27. I shall proceed to offer for sale at the
Courthouse door in the City of Murray. Calloway County, Kentucky, to the highest
bidder, at public auction on Friday, August 27, 2010, at the hour of WOO a m local
time, or thereabout. the following described property located in Calloway County.
Kentucky. with its address being 100 Cain Drive, Murray. KY 42071. and being
more particularly described as follows,
A 2 640 acre tract of land as surveyed by Allgood Surveying Services of Murray,
Kentucky, June. 1993. located on Cain Road approximately 6 7 miles North of the
intersection of Twelfth and Main Streets in the City of Murray. Calloway County.
Kentucky. and being more particularly described as follows

I3eginning at the Northwest corner of the herein described tract of land and the
Southwest corner of the William Nelson Property, Deed Book 174. Card 66. said
point being an Ousting iron pin, 770 81 feet North of the centerline of Highway 464
and 30 00 feet East of the chnterline of Cain Road: thence. South 68 deg 46' 00•
East - 406.80 feet with the said Nelson South Property Line to an esisting iron pin
at the Northeast corner of the herein described tract of land; thence. South 00 deg
20' 01" West 134.14 feet, generally along a fence and with the Michael Miller West
Property Line. Deed Book 156, Card 835 to a /14 Re-bar set, thence. South 01 deg
03' 57" East - 63.50 feet. generally along a fence and with the !slichael Miller West
Property Line, Deed Book 159, Card 460 to a *4 Re-bar set at ihe Southeast norner of the herein described tract of land. thence, North 89 deg 28 08" West - 444.75
feet. creatirig a new division line to the Harold Turner Property Deed Book 174.
Card 972 to a rt4 Re-bar set at the Southwest corner of the herein described tract
of land, thence. North 08 deg. 15' 57' East 225.05 feet with the East side of Cain
Road to a /4 Re-bar set: thence. North 15 deg. 30' 56" East - 122.59 feet with the
East side of said road to the point of beginning.
SUBJECT TO an easement for a roadway k approximately 10 to 15 feet in width h
ACCOAS that allows Stephen D Parnah ingress and egress to his ham and back
property. Each of the parties should be mindful of the other's nght to the land.
The right is not for parking This easement will run with the land and should
Stephen D Parrish sell his neighboring property, this easement may be voided by
Grantees hcrein, being Janies F. Smith and wife, Wilma K. Smith. This easement is extended to Stephen David Parrish and his immediate heirs firr long as
they own the neighbonng estate
Being the same property conveyed to James F. Smith. et us., by deed from
Stephen Dacid Parrish, et al . dated January 18. 2005, of record in Deed hook
579, Page 383. in the office of the Clerk of the Calloway County Court.

PLAINTIFF

The aforementioned property shall be mld on a cash or credit basis of 30 days
hut if mld on a credit of 30 days, the purchaser shall Ise required to deposit with
the commissioner ten percent 110'1.1ot the purchase price. with the balance to be
paid in full within thirty h 301 days with sufficient surety bond, beanng interest at
12Ch per annum from the date of sale until paid. and fully.due and payable in thirty 1301 days A hen shall be retained on the property as additional aecunty All
delinquent taxes shall be ascertained and paid, but shall be mld subject to the current year ad valorem taxes

Being one town lot in Murray', Calloway County. State of Kentucky, and further
described as Lot No. 1 In Barnett Addition. being a part of the N W Qr Sec 2E1,
T 2.RA East bounded as follows, to-wit Beginning at a point on the west line ha
Water Street now 6th Street h 100 feet north of the north line or edge of Buford
(now Pine Street, where said Buford Street intersects with Watts Street; thence
North 108 feet; thence West parallel with Buford Street about 180 feet to the
East edge of a 12 foot alley to be left for public use, halfway between Water and
Cemetery
. Street: thence South with the east side of the 12 foot alley 108 feet to
a stake 100 feet north of the north edge of Buford Street. which is the comer of
Thos Bynum Lat. thence East about 180 feet to the West edge of Water Street
the point of beginning. except 8 feet off of the South gide of above described par
cel of land
Being the same properti conveyed to Anita Ross by deed from Rex Donelson, et
ux , dated September 25. 2007, of record tn Deed Book 716, l'age 246, in the
office of the Clerk of the Calloway County Court
The aforementioned property shall be sold on a cash or credit basis of 30
days. hut if sold on a credit of 30 days, the purchaser shall be required to
deposd with the mmmissioner ten percent 10%1 of the purchase prim, with thc.
balance to be paid in full within thirty 301 days, with sufficient surety bond.
bearing interest at 12•C per annum from the date of sale until paid, and fully
due and payable in thirty 130h days A hen shall be retained on the property a,
,,iditional security All delinquent taXeS shall be ascertained and paid. but
mall be sold subject to thih currchnt year ad ialorem taxes
This 4th day of August. 20111
Respectfully,ubmitted,
MAX W PARKER
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court

Check us out iho Web!

The aforementioned property shall be sold on a cash or credit basis of 30 days.
hut if
on a credit of 30 days. the purchaser shall be required to deposit with
the commissioner ten percent (10'1.: of the purchase price, with the balance te he
paid in full within thirty h 30 h days, with sufficient surety bond, bearing interest
at 12.7c per annurn from the date of sale until paid, and fully due and payable ir,
thirty 30 h days A lien shall be retained on the property as additional security
All delinquent taxes shall be ascertained and paid. but shall lie sold subject to
the current year ad valorert taxes.
This 4th day of August, 2010.
Respectfully submitted,
NW: W PARKER
Master Commissioner

CALLOWAY COUNTY BOARD OF
HEALTH MEMBER LISTING

GET THIS 1XI

NOTICE OF SALE

JASON LINDSEY, TAMI LINDSEY, AND
CALLOWAY COUNTY, KENTUCKY„
DEFENDANTs
By virtue of a Judgment and Order of Sale entered by the Calloway Circuit
Court on July 26, 2010. in the above cause. to satisfy the Judgment of the
Plaintiff in the approximate amount of $3,070 90. I shall proceed to offer for
sale at the Courthouse door in the City of Murray, Calloway County. Kentucky. to
the highest bidder, at public auction on Thursday. September 2. 2010, at the hour
of 10.00 a.m local time, or thereabout, the following described property
located in Calloway County. Kentucky. and being MO, particularly described as
thollows.
A small tract of land and being all of GrantoM property as deeded to them in
Book 195, Page 280, of the Calloway County Clerk's Office that lies immediately
south of the new state line mad. and tieing in Calloway County. Kentucky. and
more particularly described as follows'
Beginning at the southeast corner of the property conveyed to Grantors and of
record in Deed B.sik 195. Card 290 of the aforesaid office, thence. in an easterly
direction a dtstance hif 400 feet more or less to a point in the north nght of way of
the new state line road; thence. in a southerly direction and directly across the
said state line Road 30 feet more or less to a marked oak tree at it sunevor's pin
in the ground near the tree, thence. in a northeasterly direction 1,125 feet more
or less to where the new state line mad joins the old state line mad, thence in a
southwesterly direction with the north side of the old state line mad to the point
of beginning
It as the Grantors' intention to mnvey to Grantees all of their property that hes
north of the old gtate line road and south of new state line mad as conveyed to
them in Deed Book 195, Page 280. in the aforesaid office
Jason Lindsey. et al.. obtained title tch the above-described property by deed fnhni
Charlie F Arnett. and wife, Ruby H Arnett. dated September 19. 1997. and
recorded in Book 279. Page 537, in the office of the Clerk of the Calloway County
Court
The aforementioned property shall be sold on a cash or credit ha.sis of 30 clays.
but if sold on a credit of 30 days. the purchaser shall be rmiuired to deposit with
the commissioner ten percent Itr. of thih purchase price, with the balance to lish
paid in full within thirty (301 days. with sufficient surety bond. beanng interest
at 12'1 per annum from the date of sale until paid. and fully due and payable in
thirty (30i days_ A lien shall be retained (in the property as additional aecuritv
All delinquent taxes shall be ascertained and paid. hut shall he sold subject to
the current year ad valorem tax,
This 12th day of August. 2010
Respectfully submitted,
MAX W. PARKER
Ntitter Commissioner
i..,way Circuit Court

-Judge Larry Elkins, Chairman
Calloway County. Courthouse
Murray. KY 42071
Ronald Babb. DMD
1502 Chaucer
Murray KY 42071

MONTH
CALL 753-1916
ATTN
Farmers

Tobacco

Sawdust and
wood chips available
270-978-1942

NOTICE
Advertisers are

PLAINTII"

By virtue of a Judg-tnent and Order of Sale entered by the Calloway
Circuit Court on July 12. 2010, in the above cause, to satisfy the Judgment of
the Plaintiff in the approximate amount of $80,998 81, I shall proceed to offer
for sale at the Courthouse door in the Citi of Murray, Calloway County.
Kentucky, to the highest bidder, at public auction on Friday, August 27, 2010, at
the hour of 10.00 a m local time or thereabout. the following described property located in Calloway County, Kentucky, with its address being 407 North Sixth
Street, Murray, KY 42071 and being more particularly described as follows

Being the same property conveyed to Amanda M Bradshaw. et al dated October
21. 2005 of record in Deed Book 618. Page 283, in the office of the Clerk of the
C'alloway County Court

Register now for Fall
classes. Classes avaiiabie for ages Newborn5-years old. Register
by calling (270)7533763 or (2701978-1960

PURCILMSE AREA HOLDINGS, LLC.

VS
EFENDANTS

Beginning at a fence post on the west side of a gravel road. this post being the
northeast corner of Hugh Palmer's land. and the southeast corner of Grantor's
lama thence west with Palmer's north line approximately 189 feet to a fence corner the southeast corner of Fred Carson's land. thence north with fence, which is
Grantor's west line and Fred Carson's east line, approximately 412 feet to the
fen, corner. being the northwest corner of Grantor's property. thence east with
fence approximately 189 feet ta the west edge of said gravel mad. thence south
with the west edge of said gravel road approximately 412 feei to the fence corner
the point of beginning

KINDERMUSIK-

NOTICE OF SALE

\NITA L. ROSS, CAPITAL ONE
BANK(USA:. NATIONAL ASSOCIATION.

By virtue of a Judgment and Order of Sale entered by the Calloway Circuit
Court on July 12. 2010, in the above cause. to satisfy. the Judgment of the
Plaintiff tn the approximate Amount of $109.4&6 19 1 shall proceed to ofTer for
sale at the Courthouse door in the City of Murray. Calloway County. Kentucky
to the highest bidder. at public auction on Friday. August 27. 2010. at the hour of
1016i a in . local time or thereabout. the following described property located in
Calloway County. Kentucky, moth its address being 1609 Glover Road. Murra,
KY 42071. and being more particularly demnbed as follows'
A tract or parcel of land lying and being tn Section 24. Township 3, Range a East
and being more particularly descnbed as follows-

AD FOR ONLY
$75.00 PER

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CcliCUIT COURT
Civil Action No 10-CI-00220

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
C'OURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Action No 10-CI-00240

VS

NOTICE OF SALE

ANIANDA M BRADSHAW. fk a AMANDA M KNIGHT, TIM BRADSHAW.
MICHAEL SHANE MIZE.
DEFENDANTS

JAMES F. SMITH, WILMA K. SMITH, JP MORGAN
CHASE BANK. N.A.. ET AI.„
DEFENDA.NTS

This 4th day of Auguat. 2010
Res.pcsofully submitted
W PARKER
Master Commissioner
dloway Circuit Court

hliASE HOME FINANCE, LIAl.

PLAINTIFF

VS
NOTICE OF SAI.E

NOTICE OF SALE

JOY S MORGAN, MORTGAGE ELECTRONIC
REGISTRATION SYSTEMS. INC ,

Lepel
Wilke
COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JL'STICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Action No. 10-CI-002'22

1 \I \11/NWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
civil Action No. 10-CI-00209

VS.

010

1.941/1

Notice

Dr Clegg Austin
300 South 8th
Murray. KY 42071

Dr Charles Tucker
300 South 8th
Murray, KY 42071

Walter Mehr
1585 Paschall Rd
Murray. KY 42071

Dr Leticia Allen
239 County Club Lane
Murray, KY 42071

Sally-Duford-Foiey
963 Crossland Rd
Muray. KY 42071

Mr John Resig
503 Whitnell
Murray. KY 42071

Dr Douglas Payne
PO Box 1024
Murray ICY 42071

SUBSCRIBE

be made.

Find out what's
happening
this summer...

THE

Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable. but
inaccuracies do occur_
Readers using this
information do so at
their own risk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable, The Murray
Ledger & Times. nor
any of rts employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities.
TO the former tenants
of D-24 of Mur-Ca:
Apartments. if you want
the furniture & belongings lett in the abancloned
apartment,
please contact the
Manager at 270-7594984

Vicki Wilhams
2101 State Route
94 W
Nlurray. KY 42071

Dr Jeannine Buchanan
212 South 12th Street
Murray, KY 42071

requested to check
the first insertion of
their ad for any error.
Murray Ledger &
Times will be responsible for on:y one
incorrect insertion.
Any error should be
reported immediately
so corrections can

John Gingles
233 Coleman Trail
Road
Murray. KY 42071

subscrtbe to the

MURR4Y

LEDGER &TIMES
Home Delivery
Local Mail
I
3 mo
$30.00
3
mo.
--....$35.00
6 mo
-$55.00
$63.110
1 )r..........--$105.00 6 mo.
I yr.
4110.00 1
1

Rest of KY/TN
A,

I
I

a

3 mo...
6 mo
1 yr
Check

All ()titer Mail
Subscriptions
$75.00
....$70.50 3 mo.
.$90.00 6 mo
$96.00
3120.00 1 yr...............$145.00

tiu.h,lorn

Money

Order

Visa

M/C

Name
050
I
[ L°St and FcmNi
JUST give us a call,
we'll be glad to help.
Your loved ore we'll
try to find.
'Cause we ail have
Furry or Feathered
Friends Here at the
Ledger & Times.

Call 753-1916

St Address
City

I State

/1 p

Ph.
Mail this coupon

Daytime

1
1
1
s.

i‘ith

ment lo

Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray', KY 42071
Or call 12701 753-1916
J
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Murray Ledger & Times

Murray Lei

010
Legal
Malice

NOTICE OF HEARING
"Come Join a Winning Team"

CALLOWAY COUNTY BOARD OF EDUCATION
The Calloway County I3oard of Education will hold a public hearing in the Calloway
County High School cafeteria, 2108 College Farm Road. Murray, Kentucky on
September 9, 2010 at 5:30 p.m to hear public comments regarding a proposed general
fund tax levy of 38.50 cents on real property and 38.50 cents on personal property
The General fund tax levied in fiscal year 2010 was 37.90 cents on real property and
38.20 cents on personal property' ani, produced revenue of $4.901.727.00. The proposed General Fund tax rate of 38.50 cents on real property and 38.50 on personal
property is expected to produce $5.237,441.86. Of this amount $544,359.09 is from
new and personal property. The compensating tax for 2011 is 36.9 cents on real property and 38.0 cents on personal property and is expected to produce $5.035,032.37.

NOW TAKING APPLICATIONS
KR'

N 12th St
Murray, KY 4207 I
205

(270) 753-7101
Let us combine over forty: >Tars of proven restaurant
success with your experience to a make a new
addition to our restaurant family.

General Nlanagers
The general areas to which revenue of $355,714.86 above 2010 revenue is to be allocated are as follov.rs: ri for cost of collections, continuing cost of prior year under
funded salmy increases, unfunded state mandates. and reductions in State funding.

Murray Main Street
Public Meeting
August 30, 2010
6:00 p.m.-7,30 pm
Robert 0 Miller Conference Center
201 S 4th Street

Paid Vacation5
Promotions From Within
Must Pass Backgnsund Check
Medical & Denta!

BAZAAR
at the Farmer's Market.
Saturday 8/28 at 10:00am

This is a community workshop to get public
input for the new Murray Main Street/City
of Murray Streetscape Master Plan for the
area of the Rail Road Tracks East to 16th
Street West and Olive North to Elm South.
For questions, please contact Deana Wright
Murray Main Street at 270-759-9V

CALLOWAY COUNTY BOARD OF HEALTH
PUBUC HEALTH TAXING DISTRICT
602 Memory, Lane. MURRAY, KY 42071
S_VMMARY QEFINANCIA.LETATEMENT
For period beginning
July 1, 2009 and ending June 30, 2010

Taxes all categories(
Payments in Lieu of Taxes
Other Revenue
Interest Earned
Revenues

$559,100.04
.$580 32
$3,786 44
$19,244 75
$582.711.55

Receipts and_cnah
Carry(over from Prlor Frscal Year
Certificates of Deposit

$550,717.10
.$193 789 69

41.327,218.34
Tidal Available
(sum of Total Receipts. Cash & Total Revenues,
$363 628 99
S363,628.99

SVMMARY OF FINANCIAL STATEMENT
For period beginning
July 1. 2008 and ending June 36, 2009
FLEVISED
General Fund
Taxes (all categories
Payments in Lleu of Taxes
Other Revenue
Interest Earned
Tbtal Revenues

.

$520,390 22
$580 32
S3,785.55
$19,530 32
.11644,266.41

Receipte and Cash
$585,110 55
Carryover troni Prior Fiscal Year
Transfer In from Capital
$125.000 00
.
Projects Fund
Certificates of Deposit....$190.748.46
41,445,145.42
Total Available
sum of Ibtal Receipts, Cash & Total Revenues(
ExPenditures
Administration
Total Appropriations

r-v;

group

INTERNATIONAL. inC

A local manufacturing facility is looking for an
individual to work in a lab setting and an office
setting. Candidates must possess assertiveness, initiative, and have the ability to multitask. pay special attention to details, and coordinate daily operations and activities within or
behveen departments Must enforce safety and
sanitation regulations
Lab Technician must have a degree m
Chemistry or related field Experience is plus
Planning & Scheduling Assistant is required to
have an Accounting degree or related experience
Excellynt benefit package:
•Health - dental • vision - supplemental
Insurance
• 9 paid holidays
• 401K
iNacation
This is a full time position with a fast growing
company
Please send resume to:
MVP Group pouring Facility
112 Industrial Pk Dr
Mayfield KY 42066
jeannatucker mvpgroupint.corn

NURSING
OPPORTUNITIES
Parkview Nursing and
Rehabilitation Center in Paducah
RNs I LPNs
Part-time position available for the following
shifts
7a-3p (every weekend)
Full-time positions available for the following
shifts
7a-3p
7a-7p
3p-11p every weekend)
A current Kentucky nursing license is required
CNAs
Full time position available for the following
shifts.
11p-7a
A currert Kentucky certification is required
We offer excellent pay ana full benefits including Blue Cross Blue Shield insurance, 401(k)
and paid time off.
Contact Levi Loverkamp
270-443-6543 I 270-538-2469 Fax
Levi _Love rkamp LCCA.corn
Visit us online at www.LCCA.cona
E0E/M/FPWD - Job *21045

MDS NURSE
OPPORTUNITY
Parkview Nursing and
Rehabilitation Center in Paducah
MOS COORDINATOR
PRN position avaiiabie for RN or LPN with MDS
hours available with no set
Flexible
experience.
schedule.
A current Kentucky license is required.
We offer excellent pay and full benefits (nclud
ing Blue Cross Blue Shield insurance, 401(k)
and paid time off.
Contact Levi Loverkamp.
270-443-6543 I 270-538-2469 Fax
LevoLoverkamp©LCCA.corn
Visit us online at www.LCCA.com.
EOEM/FNi'D - Job #21045

$703.679 86
$703,679.86

Capital Projecta Fund
itessititsmuLCash
$125,000.00
Carryover from Prior Fiscal Year
($125,000 00,
Transfer out to General Fund
.90.00
Total Available
sum of Total Receipts, Cash & Tbtal Revenues,
Emenditures
So 00
.90.00

Administration
Total Appropriations

An array of dishes and samples will
be given away. Countnes such as
Balese, Cyprus, Turkey, & several
more will be in attendance

Lab Technician &
Planning & Scheduling Assistant

General Fund
Revenue4

Expenditures
Administration
Total Appropriations

Apply:
At KFC restaurant.
or
Send resumes to:
AtM: Philip ftlarshall
807 25th Ave E Tuscaloosa, AL 35404
marshall(Omficfc.com
Fax:(205) 556-9206

INTERNATIONAL STUDENT

Brathaven of Benton is currently
accepting applications for a full-time
afternoon LPN position. We also offer an
excellent benefit package. Must be licensed
in the State ol Kentucky.
Apply in person at Bntthaven of Bentor
2607 Main Street Hwy 641 S
Benton, KY 42025
EOEIAAE NO PHONE CALLS PLEASE

NURSE MANAGEMENT
OPPORTUNITY
Parkview Nursing and
Rehabilitation Center in Paducah
CLINICAL HOUSE SUPERVISOR
Full-time leadership position available for an
RN with strong management skills for the 7p-7a
shift. Experience in healthcare management
andior long term care preferred.
A current Kentucky license is required.

SUMMARY OF FINANCIAL STATEMF-NT
For period beginning
, 08
July. 1, 2007 and ending June 30, 20
REN1SED
Generel Fund
Revenues
all categones:
Payments in Lieu of Taxes
Other Revenue .
Interest Earned
Total Ftevenues

$499.233.03
.. 4462_58
81,597.00
.$23,037.90
$524,330.51

Receipts and Cash
Carryover from Pnor Fiscal Year
Certificates of Deposit

$410,950 08
$187,748 48

Daes

We offer excellent pay and full benefits including Blue Cross Blue Shield insurance, 40100
and paid time off
Britthaven of Benton is currently accepting
applications for State Registered Nursing
Assistants.We offer competitive wages
and an excellent benefit package
Apply in person at
Britthaven of Benton
2607 Main Street Hwy 641 S Benton.
KY 42025 EOE/AAE
NO PHONE CALLS PLEASE E0E/AAE

.SI.123,029.07
itital Available
(sum of Total Receipts, Cash & Total Revenues(
Expenditures
Admanstration
Total Appropriations

The City of Murray has the
following job opportunity.
POLICE OFFICER
(certified) $12.54 per hour

$350 170 04

$350.170.04

Capital Projects Fund
Receipts and Cash
$125,000 00
Carryover from Prior Fiscal Year
.9126,000.00
Iftital Available
tsum of Total Receipts. Cash & Total Revenues ,
ESR$Mdlltaft's
Administration
Total Appropriations ..

SO 01(
......$0.00

Supporting documentation for this
Statement is located at
Calloway County Health Center,
602 MenlOry Lane. Murray. KY 42071

Apply at www.murrayky.gov Or
City Hall. 104 N. 5th Street,
Murray. Kentucky, 42071.
Deadline for receiving applications:
5:00 p.m. Tuesday. September 7, 2010
The Cdy of Murray is an Equal
Opportunity Employer

emu

RRAY

STATE UNIVERSITY

ANALEMMA ANYONE'
,
Making one couldn't be easier using our patented. no stress, technology free device. Use it in
your back yard, office, school, etc (anywhere
the sun shines). It tracks and record the earth's
movement. Make your own, suitable, for framing. analemma. It's rewarding and very educational.. perfect for grand parentgrand child
project Possibly life's last simple pleasure.
Money back guarantee
Send cash. check. or money order of $20.00
plus $5.00 S&H (S25.00) to Earth Tracker. PO
Box 1373, Futton KY 42041. 731-796-1516

e====t3
GREAT
COLLEGES

060

DISCLAIMER
Kelp Wanted

BEST Western currently hiring for expen
enced afternoon desk
staff and night audit.
Apply in person at
1503 N 12th Street
C A. Jones
Management Group is
hiring for the following
position:
Customer Service
Representative
Please submit your
resume to
iareersechucleones.net
and visit
www.chuckjones.net
tor a complete job
descnption

10 MOOR FOR

Job vacancies at Murray campus:
•Communications Operator - $11.45/hr
•Communications Operator/Parking
Enforcement - $10.72(hr
•Grants/Contracts Clerk - $9.47/hr
•Student Account Representative - $8.84ihr
*Administrative Secretary I • - $8.23/hr
• 7.45 am to 12 45 pm with some benefits
APPly Online 8 view addrtional details at
wwwmurraystatejobs com
Worneraminorifies encouraged to apply
An EEO. M/F/D. AA employer

CLASSIFIED EMAILS:
classified@murrayledger.com
csthephenson@murrayledger.com

Contact Levi Loverkamp,
270-443-6543 I 270-538-2469 Fax
Levi_Loverkamp OLCCA.com
Visit us online at www.LCCA.com.
E0E/M/FN(0 - Job #21045

OFFICE work and
bookkeeper for small
business Must have
experience with computers and Quicken
program 12-15 hours
per week. Must have
transportation $7 55
plus gas
per hr
Shroat
allowance
Call
Developer
Jennifer 489-2965 or
270-978-6312 leave
message
LPN/RN Full-time 2p10p Apply in person at
Green
Acres
HealthCare, 402 W
Farthing, Maytieid KY

When avvessing the
'help wanted' «ection
on our clasvified.
webpaj..e
murray ledger vont,
you %kill he redirevted
to tobnetwork com
By delault.
Murray and local job
listing, will appear on
thus webvite
However, as a national
websitc. not all listing.
on the jobrietwork com
ute plaved through
the Munay Ledger
& Tunes Pleave call
if you have any
questions regardtng
the Murray area
job haings Thank you
Janitor
FULL-TIME
available
Position
Must be abie to Lift
have knowledge of
Buffers, Shampooers
& Basic Handyman
Skills Apply in person
at 1505 Siadium View
Dr
EOE

PECO
"i,ceptir,4
resumes
All sales career& other positior,
Send to
PO Box 363
Nlurray, KY
4207,1

Interested applicants mist appls by resume
interviews will be granted to qualified
appli -ants AFTER resumes are reviested.
Absolutely no on-the-spot interviews will be

HIRING mower/trimmer/hedge-trimmer.
Must have valid DL.
clean driving record,
own vehicle, and references. PT. Must have
positive attitude, be
able to pass penodic
drug
be
testing,
harddependable,
working. friendly. Start
pay for experienced
workers. minimum $11$12 hr. No experience
start at $8-510 hr.
Regular raises based
on attitude and performance. Perfect for
college students. Call
;270) 293-8923 and
leave info and work history.
LEARN TO PREPARE
INCOME TAX
RETURNS: Positions
available: Persons
needed to
prepare income tax
returns. Seasonal
employment. We will
train. Call 270-7539204
or if no answer call 1270-437-4531.
PRACTICAL Dental
Assisting•
Registration is now
open. Class begins on
2010.
11.
Sept.
Classes are scheduled
on Saturdays for 11
weeks. Allowing you to
keep your present job.
while you gain skills for
a rewarding career.
Most Dental Assistants
have evenings, week
ends and holidays off.
ana
Information
forms
Registration
at
available
www.bohledental.com
or call our office 270,442-0256. Financing
available. Enrollment
limited!
RECEPTIONIST
office
Chiropractic
Front-desk
seeking
Receptionist who is
confident, has exceptional skills dealing with
people. ability to multitask with a high level of
energy and motivation.
Responsibilities
overseeing
include
front office, to include
but not limited to
answering
phones,
scheduling, interacting
patients,
with
clerical/administrative
computer
some
work.
knowledge, excellent
management
time
skills and the ability to
perform expected tasks
without supervision.
Call 270-759-1116 from
8 am to 5 pm. MonThurs.
TITLE Clerk' F&I assistant wanted. Prefer title
experience_
work
strong computer skills
and strong communication skills to deal with
public. 40 hours oer
week. $9.00 hour
Send resume to P.O.
Box 1040-G Murray,
KY 42071
TOM'S Grille Now hiring expenenced cooks
Apply in person after
1pm at 1501 N 12th
St

1

090
Domestic & Childcare

Provide
Childcare
available M-F 7am
6pm, in your home o
mine Provider has 15
years experience and
an educational backChild
in
ground
Call
Development
270-761-5326
WILL clean houses
or offices
Reasonable rates
270-978-2194

NOW LE
1 2 & 3bedrc
We accept
8 vouch
Apply at Mur902 North%
MonitiN
Wednesday
Phone 759
Equai Ho
Oppork
TDD #1 -800-

conducted.

LEHRER&TIMES

Starting Salary
depends on experience

The General Assembly has required publication of this advertisement and information contained herein

The Murray. Ledger 8: Times has a full-time
circulation clerk position available.
Applicant must have computer knowledge
:rid be able to multi-task. Exceptional
interpersonal and communications skills are
required. Send resume to P.O. Box 1040-T,
Murray, KY 42071 No phone calls.

Christian Childcare
Center now enrolling
years
1-5
ages
Located at 810 Whrtnell
by Neon Beach Fulltime rate is $110Avk
is
rate
Part-time
$23;day with a 2 day
270-767minimum
11'77
ana
DEPENDABLE
honest single Mom
needs work! Will do
house cleaning, windows, yard work, run
errands. sit with ill or
elderly. house sit, walk
your dog. etc. Have references. 270-873-2051
or 270-227-7537.
KY Registered Child
Care Provider has
openings tor children
ages 6 months to 5
Reasonable
years.
Rates! Call 270-2930374

MOM COMPUTERS
ServiceiSales
Repairs/Upgrades
759.3556
140
Want to Ekry
ANTIOUES, Call Larry
753-3633
CASH paid for
good, used guns.
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S. 12th,
Murray
GOOD used air conditioner, stove, refngerator, electric & gas
heater, storm windows
753-4109
,a000 USED MEADMILL 270-753-5838,
270-293-6608
WOULD like to "rent-tobuy 3 BR house with 5
to 10 acres. 1-937-5702920.
150
Medea
FIX Sale
2000 Gott-Cart, loaded
condition
perfect
$2,500 OBO. 270-759
4712
ALL new Queen pillowtop mattress set, still in
plastic, with warranty.
$170. Full Size mattress/box spring. brand
new, still in package,
$140. Brand name
King pillow-top mattress set, new in plastic. warranty, Must Sell.
$280. Great Deal!
NASA Memory Foam
mattress set , never
used, $350. Brand
name Twin mattress
set , still in plastic,
$120. Can Deliver!
270-210-0616
BABY-TODDLER
ITEMS. Bed, Graco
Pack & Play, Swing.
Tub. 3 Bouncy Seats.
Toys, Little Tke Rock
Wall & Slide, Little Tike
Sand Box, Stroller, &
More. (270) 227-5533
Square
BERMUDA
Bales out of the barn
$4 50 each 270-2935381
CHRISTOPHER'S
COINS for sale at
Tends-N-Treasures
Heart of Hazel. Dr Joe
Fuhrmann, owner,
&
appraises
buys
coins 270-753-4161
LP Vent-less Stove, 2
Oak Twin Beds, 1 Full
Bedroom Set 270-4366380

FIEMINGTON 710
7 MM Ma0. 3x9 scope
& sling. like new, $325
20 GA single shotgun,
like new, $125
Reloading dies for 222
& 223 $18 per set.
Browning compound
bow. case & accessories, new strings,
$135
227-6237

Mattress Sale
Close Outs
Overstocks
Factory Seconds

dryer
&
WASHER
(stackable and regular!
Case tractor(801 B).
real estate lots. Will
consider trades. 7534109. 227-1546

APPIKIlcm
LARGE
SELECTION
USED APPLIANCES
WARD-ELKINS
,305÷South '12th St

- (270) 753-1713

Kimball Artist Spine
Piano. $500 OBO. 270759-4336 leave message
Used alto saxophonebest offer_ Call after
4:00 293-1669.

14x70 Atlantic, 2BR,
2BA on 2 acres. New
Concord area. 270227-1500 or 270-2271515
1997 Fleetwood 16x70
2BR, 2BA, excellent
condition
270-9789819 or 270-703-7634
3BR, 2BA.
2001,
28'x44'
Fleetwood
334-585-0901 ask for
Betty
2BR & Lot, $12,900
270-753-6012

1 & 4BR
&
Lease
Required
4109
3BD. 2BA.6 r
MSU
Availability '
horses.
deposit &
required.
immediately.
2939 or 270-;
3BR. 1 5BA
Concord, pn
twig. w/d
$5001mo +
erences requ
2082

LARGE 4bd,
wood floors.
er, stove fra
er, dryer hoo
ing tans, c
gas heat,
large decl
back yard I
garage, w
trash induct(
year lease.
and deposil
Call (2701 8;

A&F Ware
Near MSU
753-71

G&
STORM
PROP.
119E.
(270) 75
Cell: (270) ,
9 a.m. - 4

280
Noble!tomes For Rent
NICE 2 bedroom, no
pets. 753-9866
320

1 OR 2br apts. near
Murray.
downtown
Lease and deposit
required. 753-4109.
1BR apartment & 1
room efficiency apart
mem. near campus,
available now No pets,
No smoking. Call 270753-5980
1BR, price reduced.
locations
various
RE 753Coleman
9898
4BR, CA-VA, all appliances Coleman RE
753-9898

J&L
MINI-ST
720 S.4
Corner of 121'
10X10 525
1270143
(270129

PREN
MINISTC
•Inside
stora
•Secunty
•Safe &
•We sell
•We rent I
753-9

let Full Mo Rent Free
Calloway' Garden
Essex Downs
Apartments
1505 Diuguid Drive
I BR & 2BR Apts
270-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833
Ext. 283 .
6

Cr

Equa, coperloOly

HAZEL Apartments
Now taking applications for 1 & 2br units.
Rent based on income.
impairment
Mobility
accessible.
Phone:
&
Mon
492-8721.
Thurs
10-12arri. TDD No.
1-800-648-6056. Equal
Housing Opportunity.
Extremely nice one
bedroom in Hazel We
pay the electric bill,
water trash. and fur
nish all appliances
including washer &
dryer Only $550(mo
You wont find a nicer
or cleaner apartment'
(270)492-8211
LARGE 2BFI, 2BA,
C/H/A, 1.5 blocks from
$425
MSU.
plus
deposit. References
required.
492-8069,
970-8412.
2BR,
Large
Most
Utilities Paid, No Pets.
1.5 miles from MSU.
$550/mo. Call 270767-9037
LARGE 3BR apt,
newly remodeled, on
campus, C/H/A. W&D.
$550 water. sewage &
trash furnished. no
pets_ 293-3710 2934600
Nice 1BR, furnished
apartment for rent
270-753-3474

CHURCH bt
pews and pt.
approximate
of ground. N
KY.
Call (800) 5,
or cell (931)
"Gcod" to ''F
tionReady to us

wrical F
Cranip—

FOR Rent:
Building or
Street. Cc
(502-314-8
details.
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) tractor(801 B),
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Afgal
LARGE
LECTION
APPLIANCES
ARD ELKINS
r+S'

c•

270) 753-1713

20

pall Artist Spine
o $500 OBO 270
4336 leave riles
alto saxophoneoffer. Call atter
293-1669

NOW LEASING
1. 2 8 3bedroom Apts.
We accept Section
8 vouchers
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwocd Dr
Monday.
Wednesday. Fnday
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD #1 -800-648-6056
340
Houses For Rent
1 & 4BR Houses
Deposit
&
Lease
Required
270-7534109
3BD. 2BA.6 miles from
MSU
Campus
Availability to board
Security
horses
deposit 8 references
required.
Available
immediately. 270-7052939 or 270-761-3966
3BR. 1 5BA. in New
Concord, private setting. w7c1 hook ups
$5001mo + deposit, references required 2272082
LARGE 4bd, 2ba. hardwood floors, dishwasher, stove. fridge, washer, dryer hook-ups. ceiling fans, central air/
gas heat. fireplace,
large deck. fenced
back yard. large 2-car
garage. water and
trash included. $925 1 year lease. references
and deposit required
Call (2701 873-4791

6 000 square foot fully
equipped restaurant
available for lease
Located
within
Kentucky Oaks Mall,
this unit offers both an
exterior and interior
Mall entrances and sits
across
from
the
Cinemark
Theaters.
For more information
please contact Chris
Connors at 330-7472661

- I 3
FOR SALE OR LEASE
1515 Mortin Chape4 Rd. Murrey
3/4 BR. 2.5 BA
Contemporary Redwood Home. Large privated
wooded lot. Hot tub New Roof' $185,000

270-293-7056

1

9.1
4
alw Property

Dachshund Puppies
$150 each Cash Only
270-705-6527
DOG Obedience
(270)436-2858

Featherlite
2005
Horse
Combination
new.
Like
Trailer
$11,000 270-293-5381

HAY
4 Vaneties
Square & Round

119 E Main
(270) 753-6266
Cell. (270) 293-4193
9 a.m - 4 p.m M-F

I & Lot. $12,900
- 753-6012

KEY MINI
WAREHOUSES

A& F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668

G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE

Cali 270-753-8848
before 8:00pm

Futrell Farms
Dr.
Oakhill
1414
Estates
Campbell
145x175ft, perfect for
basement
walkout
270-759-5469 or 270
978-0876

HOrSe B.oarding
Stall or Pasture
S.125rno .
.

Hay included
10 mites east
of Muiray

Call
270-293-7314 or
270-293-7315

Farm Land for sale 72
+ /- acres located at
corner of Shoemake.
in
Osborne
and
Murray. Offered by
SBG Real Property
Call
Professionals.
Matt Jennings 271)293-7872

E 2 bedroom no
, 75:3-9866

4, price reduced.
locations
ous
eman RE 7538
1, C/1-1/A, all applies Coleman RE
-9898

1701N. 12TH ST
270-753-5007
THURS.-SAT.
7:00-6:00
SUNDAY
:00-4:00

314 Woodiawn
Avenue
3BR, 1 BA.
$74000
Mike Conley
Broker
270.293.3232

Clothing, Home
Decor. Furniture,
Everything outside
$1 00

%limas

J&I. RENTALS
MINI-ST()RAGE
720 S. 4TH ST.

Apartments For Rent]

2br apts. near
Muiray
intown
se and deposit
ared 753-4109.
1- apartment & 1
n efficiency apartnear campus.
ilable now No pets.
smoking. Call 270-5980

TRAVELING PANTS
CLEARANCE SALE

edge,

fiu.ustne

\

enter r.f 121 's & Glendale.
IOW $25 10x15 $40

1270t 436-2524
(270) 293-6906

BY OW N E R .COM

PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
•Inside climate control
storage
•Secunty alarmed
•Safe & clean
•We sell boxes,
•We rent U-Hauls.
753-9600.
11r

Full Mo. Rent Fnee

alloway Garden
Essex Downs
Apartments
05 Diuguid Dme

[BR & 2BR Apt,
270-753-8556
DD 1-800-545-1833
.
Ext. 283 6
Equa, won,"
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VA, 1 5 blocks from
plus
$425
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iosa. References
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492-8069.
1-8412.
2BR,
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Most
ales Paid, No Pets.
miles from MSU
i0imo. Call 270'-9037
RGE 3BR apt.
• remodeled. on
npus, C/HiA, W&D.
i0 water. sewage 8
0-1 furnished. no
s. 293-3710 293)0

e 1BR, furnished
!Lament for
1-753-3474

rent

CHURCH building
pews and pulpit on
approximately, 1 acre
of ground. Murray,
KY.
Call (800) 542-2827.
or cell (931) 279-1267.
'Good' to "Fair conditionReady to use,

I

Commerical Prop. For Rent]

Re.nt.Commercial
Building on South 4th
Street. Contact Pam
for
(502-314-8328)
details.

Lake Property
AMERICA'S Greatest

LAND BARGAIN!
Kentucky Lake
Depression-iike pricing has spurred brisk
sales'
Incredible opportunity
to own a beautifully
wooded. estate-size
homesite overlooking
spectacular 160.000
acre recreational lake
in Kentucky. Enjoy
endless boating, fishing
and skiing w your
family. miles of tranquil
walking trails. shim-

MBC Storage
10 X 10 and 10 X 20
Lights and Electricity
24/7 Surveillance
1900 N. 12th St.
Behind Murray Business Center

753-2905

NEON BEACH
MINI STORAGE
All Size Units
24/7 Surveillance
Climate Control
Electricity
812 Whitnell Ave.

753-3853

HOLLAND
MOTOR SALES
We Finance
hollandmotorsales com
270-753-4461 •
2007 Ford Taurus SE.
cold air. all power, new
tires, highway miles,
$4,995. Excellent condition. 270-759-3305
1980 Mercedes 450SL
convertible, silver, both
tops 1997 Lincoln
Mark VIII black coupe,
loaded,
sunroof,
chrome. Local cars
$6,000
Gorgeousl
each See at 1014
Sharpe Call 404-3131051

Ussd Trucks
2002 Chevy Silverado.
HD
Cab,
Crew
Duramax Diesel 4x,
Tow Package. $11,500
270-293-2512
530
Services Offered

•

#22760093
FARM FOR SALE!
House & 69 acres. 271)474-8767. If no answer,
leave message.
FOR Sale 3BR, 2BA.
Rustic Home on 10.5
acres 50x46 Shop with
4 stall barn Built in
2004. North Calloway.
270-705-8701 or 270705-8702
old
FSBO. 3 year
3BR. 2BA 107 Pine St.
270-559$59,500.
3385
GREAT Investment
Property and Move in
Ready,
2 bedroom. 1 bath
in
located
home
Recently
Murray
reduced. $27.900 For
more info
call Tracy Willa.mc
© Campbell Realty
293-3467

New 24
Bedroom homes in
Riverfleld Estates.
SBG Real Property
Professionals
293-7872

Relax, enjoy charming
KY Lake-front home.
3BR, 2BA. all appliances. storage building. pnvate boat dock
on main channel. For
viewing phone 270293-3818, 270-7534095. 270-293-2153
TO view all homes in
Calloway County go to
campbellrealty.com
470
11010rertm ATV
660
YZ85 $1,200
Rhino $4,500. 270436-6380
2008 Kawasaki Vulcan
900CC. 1.100 miles
$5,000. Call 270-2279518

Used Cars
03 Honda Accord LX.
condition
excellent
100K miles $8 000
270-331-3291

LEARN TO FLY
in Murray
Professional Flight
Instruction
*Flight Review
*Discovery Flight

Hill Electric

(270)873-2098

Sirkse 19kh

(270)925-5387

Mowing, Manicuring,Landscaping
Leaf Vacuuming
Satisfaction guaranteed

11

FUTRELL'S Tree
Service
removal,
Trimming.
stump grinding, firewood. Insured. 489-

3301 St. Rt 121N.

753..8087.
1..4.
•
1)1,p1.1%

Handyman Work
Odci „kat*: Repd r-

Res.. Com.. & Ind.

110Me Auto.
PILempng carpentsV

Licensed & Insured
All jobs - big or small

FREE

753-9562

PICK UP

. Light Steetncsi
Yard* 8.

.Much klkire ,

a6t,

436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling Clean
out garages, gutters,
junk & tree work
A-1 Lamb's
Professional Tree

Service Insured
753-TREE (8733)
ADAMS Home
Improvement
Additions. Remodeling,
Roofing. Vinyl Siding,
Floors.
Laminate
Repairs, workers comp
Insured
227-2617
ANDRUS Excavating
and Septic Systems.
Dozer. back noe. and
work.
hoe
track
Installation and repair
on septic systems
Now offering septic
tank pumping. Major
credit cards accepted
978-0404
APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren

& Mauling
1(1\1 TR SA Is

ITCHELL
BROS.
PAVING •

Hamilton Cranite
& \1arble

24 Noun SPAVICE

Paving. Sralcisitins

L&M
LAWN SERVICE

753-1816 227

YOUR AD
CO1JLD BE
HERE FOR
'ONLY $75.00
A MONTH
CALL 753-1916

Small

Jacob'
270-978-0278

270-293-5624
H.L. FORD ELECTRIC
270-435-4152 or
270-293-6902
NO JOB TOO SMALL,

.
•‘.iitAFTOW,

*Commercial 8
. Residential
•Asphilt Installation
Matntenance
40 yrs experience

• v•eekh, & Timal pickurs
• local!) ov.fled/operated

Appliance

759-1151 • 293-2783
293-2784

0 BRYAN TREE
& DEBRIS
• L.icalty owned
:
1nd-osier
sled
• vise Estmates
• Lir s
270-703-1021
270-703-4005
Johhny 0 ryan

and
fully
insured
Home
Adam's
Improvement
270-227-2617

Repair
ALL BRANDS

Ward Elkin5

CHASE Futrell Lawn
Care 8yrs exp 293
8814

270-75-1713

YEARRYS
Service. Free
mates. Phone
2562, 227-0267

Concrete Repair

No lob too small
270-293-7971
warw.3cretelk.com
LAWN Care Servic.
rates
Reasonable
starting at $15. 270753-2405, 270-9782441

The Stars Show the Kind of
Day. You'll Have. 5 Dynamic:
4-Positive: 3-Average; 2-So-so:
I -Difficult
ARIES (March 21-April 19)
*** Your instincts guide you.
The unexpected weaves through
your daily life. You gain new
insights and knowledge from
events and people. A detached
yet observant attitude pays off.
Tonight Chill, then decide.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
**** Don t lose your focus
when someone surprises you.
You could be shaking your head
for quite a while about what is
going on. Investigate and understand what is motivating others.
Flex. Tonight: You need some
downtime.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
**** Others follow your lead.
You might be far more flexible
than you think. Many people are
amazed at how you adjust to the
vicissitudes of life. Take the lead
once more in stormy waters.
Tonight: Be ready to join friends.
If the invitation doesn't come,
you make the first move
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
**** Reach out for someone
at a dtstance. You might not
believe some of the information
and news heading in your direction. The unexpected plays a
role. Listen, but also detach in
order to get to the bottom line.
Tonight: Could be working late.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
**** A partner moves forward
with ideas. What someone suggests could be shocking. if nothing else. Understand what is
happening with this person, and
look for solutions. Don't trust
anyone with your financial decisions Tonight Follow the music.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)

Times considers its
sources rateable. but
inaccuracies do occur
Readers using this
information do so at
their own risk Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable, The Murray
Ledger 8 Times. nor
any ot as employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities
WILL remove Dead
Trees & Shrubs 4354645

5
2 9 38

Answer to previous puzzle
9 5 8 4 2 6 3 7 1
6 2 1 3 7 8 4 9 5
4 7 3 5 9 1 8 6 2
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Horoscope
for
BIRTHDAY
HAPPY
Thursday, Aug. 26. 2010:
This year, you move in a new
direction because of input and
relationships with those who are
close. You might find or feel that
you are always on your own.
You always have been: you just
might not have known it. Learn
to be dependent on only yourself. If you ale single, many
exciting people could mosey
through your life. Love is
intense and unpredictable. Don't
try to anchor someone in. Let
him or her be free if you value
the bond. If you are attached,
your significant other could
become very unpredictable.
Don't take his or her actions personally. The relationship could
encourage you to transform as
well. ARIES reads you cold.

THE Murray Ledger 8

By Dave tin:en

2711-753-2279
3 CRETE, LLC

Tree
esti436-

731-247-5422
270-293-2643

r . ljrnbe,
c.ased on a 9x9 grid mei •'
numbe-s 1 to 9
several grven numbers The obt,c1 ,5 tc place
in the empty squares so Mat each row each columr and each
3x3 box contains the same number only once The drlficulty level
of the Conceptis Sudoku incieases from Monday to Sunclav

SUDOKU
Concepts SucksKu

David's Home
improvement
LLC

(270)759-0501

ROOF Leaking call a
professional
4354645
ROOFING Licensed

HAWS WASTE
M \NAGIN.1/ \I

TRAVIS
ASPHAi,T

2839.
3BR, 1BA, with large
shop North of Murray
753-0531
3BR, 2BA 1,200sq.ft.
604 Sycamore, Good
starter or invest property. $62K
270-227-2043
Close To Town and
beautifully remodled!
with
2BA.
2BR,
garageishop, on 1
acre. Many extras!
$129.900 FORSALE-

1850 St. Rt. 121S
Murray. KY 42071
270-753-5562

lob's Hanes For Rent

priceless
memories Includes
paved road frontage w/
all utilities completed
Fully buildable when
you are ready Bank
will finance with little
money
down 8.7easy terms
Come see 'why almost
500 people have
bought even in these
tough times Call me
now for a FREE map
8 pictures plus a nopressure guided tour

1-8W-704-3154
x 3574

loble Hams For Sale

70 Atlantic. 2BR.
on 2 acres. New
cord area. 270•1500 or 270-2275
7 Fleehvood 16x70
I, 2BA. excellent
270-978Jition.
or 270-703-7634
3BR, 2BA.
1,
28'x44'
!twood
-585-0901 ask for

www.owners.com

menng sunsets &

Sorriest Mond

MEN CA*01

ems slis

S.30
Services Offend

530

530

320
Apertmeres For Rent

in
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Ira lacaneline Bigar
**** You will want to defer to
others. Understand what is going
on behind the scenes with a
partner_ You might want to
detach from someone who
always is shaking up the status
quo. You might not want to tolerate this uproar. Tonight: Just
don't be alone.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
*** You will be lett holding
down the fort if no one else can
or will. An element of disruption
and change floats through your
day. forcing your hand. Be willing
to Incorporate new technology.
Tonight: Stretch and take a walk,
then decide what appeals to you.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
***** You have the adapt •
ability and creativity to move
past an immediate issue. You
discover that others could be
floored, whereas your mind is
delighted by challenges. A child

or loved one could act up.
Tonight: Join in on some fun.
Still, make it an early night
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
21)
**** Listen to news that
comes forward You might need
to make an adjustment. You
could make a major change in
your domestic or personal Ide,
should you decide to. You might
opt to work from home. Tonight:
Hang out close to home.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
**** The unexpected occurs
while just going through your
daily life. You might be distracted, but not for long A situatior
invigorates you. Clear out calls
and catch up on news. even if it
is laced with gossip! Tonight:
Hang out.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
You could be viewing a
risk differently from many who

SLISMER SALEI

surround you 60 tc the bottom
of a problem. knowing a situation
is wide open. A panne' might be
uncomfortable with your focus.
Tonight. Head out to a local spot
PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20)
***** You might be surpnsed
by everythtng that heads in your
direction. Others find you a bit off
or flaky listen to your inner
voice, as you are going to be
pushed in a new direction.
Tonight: Do your thing, and buy
yourself a much-needed treat.
BORN TODAY
Christian missionary Mother
Teresa (1910), actor Macaulay
Culktn (1980)
Jacqueline Bigar is on the
Internet at www.iacquelinebt
garcom.
(c) 2010 by King Features
Syndicate Inc.

20% Off

0-254)/o Off

Ali Trees & Shrubs

All bird feeders & bird feed, copper
fire pits. rain chains, wind chimes,
sun dials, bird baths and morel

!Cash

Carry,

Cash II Carry,

.e.-1.-2.4misir(sses•s75,as*.e•sas

HELP ME!

44
..ousion ,5etsoiiii Cam 4-ielp!
Security' with Independence!
Vital protection 24/7 for any medical
emergency, e‘en if you can't reach a telephone.
PROTECTED BY

FAST
TION.
INSTALLA

(270) 227-3574

"Your Local Security Experts!"
Cali Today! 270-227-3574

COMICS/ FEATURES
Woman's longtime affair
now brings her only pain

bit •‘Neduesday. August 25. 2010

Looking Back

Unis:ersity Alumni Association.
Ten years ago
Forty years ago
it plain
Published is a picture ot CalDEAR ABBY: I mei "Guy' ago. Ile ha, now made
Charlie S. Marr sv ill retire Sept.
low ay County High School hometell deeply that he isn't going to leave his
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ago
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seven
Murray. and Cal,orrung candidate% Kassa Kelso. 9 after sersing
in love. We &tied tor a couple wife.
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of months. but one day' v.ith no
ed only with
1938 when he was
warning he broke up with me on that he is concern
gait Morton. Lora Sexton and since January
his own gratification and doesn't
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Kacey Stark.
his actions'
Ira Fox.
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Band% from Murray and Cal- lovvay County Shenft
waste as much of
Chief of Police
Guy. came to my home. It was This Guy,. will
loway County high schools He has served as
willing to
are
the week /4 his wedding. which your time as you
as radio dispatchopened 'ben- competitive march- and is retiring
For your own sake, call a
give.
never
ent
departm
ing seasons. both winning hon- er for the police
.:liered to halt and get your head straight.
Births reported include a
ors. at the Lone Oak InvitationI You won't stop hurting until you
ation
to Mr. and Mrs. Davi J Hopkiii
he draw the line
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Hints From lieloise

Today In Ilistory
By. The Associated Pres.s
Today is Wednesday. Aug. 25.
the 237th day of 2010. There are
128 days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Aug. 25. 2009. Sen. Edward
M Kennedy. the liberal lion of
the U.S. Senate, died at age 77
trit.iiyannis Port, bkvapidry a
_battle wait A brain tiphor.,_
ir•
• On this date:
. In 1825. Uruguay declared independence from Brazil.
In 1875. Capt. Matthew Webb
became the first person to swim
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Pat
Nixon's
Date-Nut
Bread
Dear ResidWhile
ers:
were
we
looking
t h roag
archived
columns, we
across
ran
this recipe that ran in 196I, in
my mother's (the original Heloisel
column. We thought you might
enjoy. again this recipe for P.AT
NIXON'S DATE-NUT BREAD:
1 pound packaged dates
2 teaspoons baking soda
1 1/2 cups boiling water
1 tablespoon butter
I 3/4 cups sugar
1 egg
2 3/4 cups flour
I cup chopped nuts
1 teaspoon vanilla
Cut dates into small pieces and
place in a bowl. Add baking soda
to boiling water and pour ever
dates in bowl. Set aside and lei
mixture stand. With a mixer, cream
butter and sugar together. Add the
egg. Strain water from the date
mixture into the cream. sugar and
egg mixture. Add flour and beat
well. Add nuts. dates and vanilla. Pour the mixture into greased
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when used. they won't
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'WA to eliminate some jobs at 3 coal plants
By BILL POOVEY

Associated Press Writer
Tenn.
CHATTANOOGA,
(AP) -- The Tennessee Valley
Authority will eliminate about
200 jobs, starting next year, as it
downsizes coal-fired plants in
and
Tennessee, Kentucky
Alabama but affected employees will be offered work at other
locations.
Jobs will he cut at the John
Sevier Plant in Northeast
Tennessee, the Shawnee Plant
near Paducah. Ky., and the
Plant in
Widows Creek
Northeast Alabama. TVA Chief
Executive Officer Tom Kilgore
said in a telephone news conference Tuesday.
Kilgore said about 30 percent
of the plants' capacity is being

idled to reduce carbon emissions.
Kilgore said the first cutbacks
will be at the Widows Creek
Plant next year and the others
will follow through 2015.
He said there are jobs for
affected employees "elsewhere
in the TVA system." He said
there may eventually be other
reductions at coal plants.
"It all depends on the regulations," Kilgore said.
TVA is idling 1,000 megawatts
of coal-fired generation while
spending $2.5 billion over five
years to finish a 1,200-megawatt
reactor at its Watts Bar site by
October 2012.
TVA spokeswoman Barbara
Martocci said there is no estirnate of any reduced costs from

eliminating the jobs.
The nation's largest public
utility supplies power to nearly
in
consumers
9 million
Alabama.
Tennessee.
Mississippi, Kentucky. Georgia.
North Carolina and Virginia. It
poxiuces about 60 percent of its
power from coal, about 32 percent from nuclear and about 8
percent from hydroelectric.
Kilgore said TVA has no plans
to build any coal-powered
plants.
He said at a board meeting last
week that TVA wants to be the
"nation's leader in increased
nuclear production."
The board, meeting in
Knoxville, approved a fiscal
2011 budget that includes $248
million for the initial engineer-

ing design and site preparation
fOr a Unit 1 reactor at the
Bellefonte Nuclear Plant in
Northeast Alabama.
TVA executives have never
.said whether the utility is aiming
for a particular percentage of
nuclear power.
"We don't have a percentage
goal that I am aware of,Martocci said after the Tuesday
news conference."We are doing
cleaner energy:*
TVA's clean energy goals will
be guided by its Integrated
Resource Plan, an assessment of
its mission options for the next
two decades. A draft of the plan
is expected to be released in
September.

Five states — Arizona.
Vermont and Oklahoma also
voted — held nominating contests Tuesday. 10 weeks before
the general election. The races
highlighted dominant themes of
this volatile election year,
anti-establishment
including
anger and tea party challenges
from the right.
Elsewhere. the establishment
prevailed.
Veteran GOP Sen. John
McCain of Arizona easily
cinched his party's renomination
— and likely re-election this fall
by dispatching an opponent
with tea party support. Rep.
Kendrick Meek cruised to the
Democratic Senate nod in
Florida against a wealthy political new.comer. And a slew of
Republican and Democratic
members of Congress withstood
primary challenges.
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file 2010 midterm elections
already have seen six incumbents lose. Sen. Robert Bennett.
R-Utah, was ousted by his party.
Sen. Arlen Specter. D-Pa., and
Reps. Alan Mollohan. D-W.Va..
Parker Griffith. R-Ala.. Bob
Inglis. R-S.C., and Carolyn
Cheeks Kilpatrick. D-Mich..
failed in primary hids.
In Florida. Scott's financial
might and criticism of his opponent as a typical tax-raising
politician proved too much for
McCollum, a former congressman, in the bitter GOP gubernatorial race.
Scott, who made a fortune in
the health care industry arid
spent $39 million of it blanketing the state with TV ads. resonated with GOP v.oters as a
"conservative outsider- who
could run state gov.ernment like
WI efficient business and reduce
taxes.
He faces Alex Sink. the states
chief financial officer, who
sailed to the Democratic nomination.
Also in Arizona, the son of former Vice President Dan Quayle
won the Republican primary for
an Arizona congressional seat.
Ben Quayle emerged from a
crowded field in the fight for an
open seat in a Republican-leaning district in the Phoenix area.
Vermont Democratic Sen.
Patrick Leahy, first elected in
1974. coasted to renomination
for what is likely to be a new
term in November.
In Florida's Democratic Senate
race. Meek defeated Greene, a
real estate tycoon whose links io
boxer Mike Tyson anti former
Hollywood madam Heidi Fleiss
drew headlines. The four-term
faces
now
congressman
Republican Marco Rubio, who
easily secured the GOP nod, and
Gov. Charlie Crist, a former
Republican who is running as an
independent.

PEPPERS AUTOMOTIVE PRE-OWNED SPECIALS

E CUBES
loise: My husband
h an idea. Because
nerally water down
!cided to take some
lake ice cubes with
lien used, they. won't
he drinks. -- Val T

DRY MILK
[rise: Keep a box of
nilk in your pantry.
hat require milk. If
that you don't have
le, this will always
for that emergency
it doesn't need refrig Texas Reader, via

Stephen Lance Dennee

AP Photo/The

this Aug. 19 photo. a fallen oak tree is seen among loblolly pine trees in Land Between the Lakes
near Caven s Bay Road in Golden Pond. Trees damaged by the 2009 ice storm may be removed by the forestry service.

LBL DAMAGED TREES: In

By LIZ SIDOTI
AP National Political Wnter
WASHINGTON (APi — Her
re-election quest suddenly. in
jeopardy.. Alaska Sen. Lisa
Murkowski struggled to avoid
becoming the latest incumbent
lawmaker to be fired. She fought
against a political novice with
the hacking of Sarah Palin and
tea party activists in a stunningly..
tight Republican primary race.
With 98 percent of election
counted.
precincts
day
Murkow.ski trailed political newcomer Joe Miller by 1,960 votes
out of more than 91,0(X/counted.
The race was ttx) close to call.
with as many as 16.0(X) absentee
votes and an undetemuned number of provisional or questioned
ballots. remaining to be counted
starting on Aug. 31.
It also was an outsider's night
in Florida's GOP primary. for
governor. with big-spending
upstart Rick Scott toppling veteran insider Bill McCollum. the
state's attomey general who had
the support of national party
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Reg. Cab.
Long Bed.

STK 4 CP892

STK 4CP891

STK 4TT0242A

$26,995

$18,995

Jeep
[1\‘'))) R A M

-Whatever it takes; we want to be your car or truck coinpany

Automatic. A/C

2400 E. Wood Street.
Paris, TN
642-5661
1-800.746-8816
• Disclaimer All prices plus tax. title arta licen4 additionai
Vag floc lee included Some photos tor illustratration purposes
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NO INTEREST 42)
t V.4?71a D.)
EVERYTHING'S ON SALE! Living Rooms, Dining Rooms, Bedrooms, Home Office, Mattress Sets,

Tables, Sofas, Recliners, Entertainment Centers, Glider Rockers, Curio Cabinets, Accessories
.Shop every item in every department tor

ith ......r4r1114111
Milo Wine Sofa $7 0 Love Seat $699
Chair 1/2 $57.5 Ottoman $275

Dual Reclining Sectionalwith Console &
Cup-holders. Bomber Jacket look $1.699

(ker 20
Reclining

14-:11 t 111:„If(171.1
.

ill

.1,11.

01. o 1•6o.11.

Sectionals
S(lac
(In Sale!

ki 1.1 1111 !lilt

;:;

'sof..t S799 t ILair.St;75

T(9\11191E:

'65
41111111111._
• Ashley 5 Piece Bedfoom Suite
Queen Headboard.Footboardl & Rails $699
Dresser & Mirror $1049 Chest$879

Universal 5 Piece Bedroom Suite
Queen Headboard, Footboardl St.Rails $944
Tall Chest $1199 Dresser & MitTOW $1598

Over 30 Dining Room% & Dinettes On Scile.'

Imo Lane

Cotiritcr ilclgtit rabic 4 stool.
L
\'botid 14

ai4
Taupe

Lane Pad-Over
Chaise Recliner

8 Leather Essentials Reclining
Chair and Ottoman

alliblarat
Nliarom favrim
ioriolir..0.0
Matta,..-1v..

-

Irrildral 1luring

-

Itiiv 641 \grill
Murr.n.1.0

I"h.
Deeign
Assistance
Available

39.0 this. WI\mit
Thirrai. Is%

nf 6(piloy
Wait U8 at wow

.1i1101;,r3

In.

raanmpturniture con,

SUPERCENTER 3801 Hinkle/will* Road
Highway 80 • A Half Mlle Ea•A of 1 24
Paducah. KY 442 4453 • 1 BOO 788 8224
Open Daily 9 7 • Sunday 1 5 Friday 10 8
305 North Main Street. Benton KY
327 3481 • 1-800 599-6224 iso•OsiOtokkilloll
451 South 18th Street. Paducah KY
442 4465 • 1 800 450 6224 barer ietatiat
3060 Hwy 641 North, Murray, KY
753 8309 • 1 866-753-6309 Wm 71..tg Otto 11

•1499 minimum purchase with approved credit, no interest for 42 months. Excludes Value Priced items, Closeouts, Special Sale Items, &
Room Solutions Does Not Apply To Previous Purchases. Limited Quantities on Closeout Items. Not all items at all stores. Items similar as
shown."The no-interest option means there ts no interest if your purchase is paid in full within 36 months after the date of purchase; otherwise. interest accrues from date of purchase at the regular APR.
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